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CHAPTER I
INTP.O!>TTC?ION
(a) Iiirpose of the ntudy
Iluch has beon studied and much is known about the
poor school adjustments of children with superior intelligence
and children of below normal mental ability. It has beon found
that improper grade placements are often a primary cause of the
poor school adjustment and attendant behavior difficulties in
these two groups. However, when the child Is of normal In-
telligence the reasons for his school maladjustment are less
obvious and more intangible. A child of good intelligence
should be capable of doing good passing work if he is in a
grade comparable to his mental age. The superior child is
often so far ahoad of his ,;radc, intellectually, that he is
bored and -jots into mischief becauso doing so serves as a
release for excess energy. The dull child who is misplaced
in a grade too high for his Intellectual ability, and can not
achiovo success, often looks Tor other means of gaining recog-
nition. But the child of normal Intelligence and in a proper
grade placement, does not havo these two reasons for becoming
a bohavior problem or socially maladjusted in school. V/hy are
children with normal intelligence poorly adjusted in school?
Psychiatrists, psychologists, social workers and others in the
field of human behavior, understand that a child* s adjustment

to the primary croups of home, school and play is affected by
the interactions of what he is experiencing In those groups
with his physical and emotional life, and that maladjustment
in one or both of the latter areas may lead to maladjustment
in one or all of the former areas. These two groups of fac-
tors are constantly Interacting.
With this observation as a framework for the project,
the writer has set forth to study twenty-five cases of chil-
dren between the ages of eight to twelve of normal intellectu-
al ability, who were referred to the Child Guidance Clinics of
the Division of Mental Hygiene because of poor school adjust-
ment. Thus, the study aims to throw light on the causative
factors of this group f s school maladjustments and to discover
whether there are any causative factors held in common as
representative of the group. The study will attempt to deter-
mine whether the problems which brought about the referrals
arose basically in the home or in the school and specifically
in which areas of these environments. That is, whether the
problems arose from the physical or the emotional aspects of
the home, the teacher-pupil relationship, a specific academic
disability, or some physical structure of the school situation.
Finally, the writer is interested in determining what factors
of health, personality, family, school, neighborhood, or the
work of the clinic, contributed to the success or lack of
success of treatment. because in many instances the case

records of the Division are quite vague as to the psychiatric
and social work interpretations, there will be no attempt made
at a subjective evaluation of treatment. The study will pro-
ceed on the supposition that as in other child Guidance clinics
of good standing, the necessary psychiatric and social work
treatment was available to the families concerned, although
it may not have been so fully recorded as to always enable the
observer to follow steps of treatment.
(b) Scope.
All the cases are full service cases which were
opened for active service some time In 1939 and had been sub-
sequently close : some time before this study was undertaken.
It was found that within the year 1939, there had been re-
ferred to the* clinics and made active full service cases, appro-
ximately fifty cases within the limitations that the writer
had set up for the purpose of the study, i.e. - Children be-
tween the ages of - 12 years within the average I. Q. range,
who were referred because of poor school adjustment. There
were no limitations set as to sources of referral. The cases
were chosen indiscriminately from amongst the eight clinics
of the Division. The Brockton Clinic, since it meets in the
Brockton School department, had the largest number of such
referrals, equaling more than half the number of referrals to
all the clinics. This would necessarily influence the number
of Srockton referrals in the sample chosen for this study. Of
•
the 25 cases, 9 are In the Brockton case load.
( c ) ; :e thod
All the data used in the study were obtained from
the case records of these twenty-five children. The writer
made an outline of the project and devised a schedule lis tin;
the factors to be gathered fron the records and studied. The
factors looked for and recorded according to the schedule per
tained to such face sheet Information as sex, a^e, 1. Q. , rank
grade, health, and parents' occupation and economic status.
The remainder of the schedule demanded information as to the
personality traits of the child and his parents, family and
play relationships, child's attitude towards school and the
teacher's attitude towards him, the family's attitude towards
treatment, psychological exarr.: nation, psychiatric diagnosis
and recommendations, social service plan and treatment and
the condition of the case upon closing.

CHAPTER II
DEFINITIONS
(a) Poor School Adjustment.
For the purpose of the study and to maintain objec-
tivity poor school adjustment will include all those school
problems for which the children were referred and registered
as poor school adjustments. The study has taken into consider-
ation poor academic adjustment, poor social adjustment in the
classroom, and specific disabilities such as reading disabil-
ity. The latter is included because it is commonly known that
reading disability may negatively influence academic adjust-
ment and thus in turn, social adjustment. The total resultant
school maladjustment may cause the child much unhappiness in
the fomi of inferiority feelings both in school and in his pla^
life. He may be nagged because of it at home, by misunder-
standing parents, so that ultimately his difficulty is exagger-
ated still more.
A child's behavior and academic adjustment in the
classroom may be jnfluenced by many factors. It Is a purpose
of this stud;/ to reveal these factors.
(b) 1 ormal I. d.
?or the reason stated in the Introduction, this
study considers only children with average intellectual

capacity, that is, the I. Q. range of 90 to 110, which has
been set up as being inclusive of the average I. Q. Accord-
ing to Terman, a foremost authority on mental measurements,
the child of standard mental age for a given grade tends to
do average work in that grade. 1 Thus if the children studied
are placed in a grade corresponding to their mental age, the
school work should be within their grasp and they should not
become behavior problems as a result of grade misplacement.
It remains to be seen how many of these children were In
grades suitable to their mental ages, and if not, how that
fact influenced or did not influence their school adjustment.
With respect to the causes of poor academic work of children
with good mental ability, Terman says:
There are occasional discrepancies between mental
age and school performance which cannot be traced
either to errors in rating or to mechanical methods
of promotion. The quality of a child's school work
depends in part upon other factors than intelligence,
among which are health, regularity of attendance,
degree of application, attitude toward teacher,
emotional stability, amount of encouragement at
home, etc. The effect of most of these extraneous
factors is to make school performance less satis-
factory than the mental age would lead us to expect.
Although the J. Q. range of 90 to 110 is representa-
tive of normal intelligence, the I. Q. ratings of the children
1. Lewis Iv'l. Terman, The Intelligence of School Children
2. Ibid., P. 97
\
in this study are classified according to the clinic psycholo-
gists 1 description of variations within this range. Thus,
intelligence quotients from 90 through 94 are described as
low average | those from 106 through 110 are described as high
average.
(c) Age Group
The writer chose for study the age group of from
eight to twelve years in the attempt to negate as many extrane-
ous factors as possible, which are recognized by educators and
psychologists as being strong influences on and often primary
causes of children's poor school adjustment. This was done
because a study of tnese factors would leod to many details
which would be outside the scope of this paper. The following
is a brief description of these extraneous factors:
The investigation will not deal with younger chil-
dren from kindergarten through the second grade nor with
adolescents. There are many children of good intelligence who
enter kindergarten at the age of five or the first grade at
the age of six, but who emotionally are too immature to bear
the sudden separation from the mother and thus are too immature
for school relationships and activities. A child cannot adjust
easily to the new world of school which is so much more formal-
ized and routlnized in it3 demands of him than is his mother
to whom he is so closely tied and upon whom hi i3 so dependent.

He UK/ not be ready to develop the independence which is re-
quired in work and in his relationship with other children.
By the age of eight, the average child It in the third ^rade
and has had all that extra time to adjust to the school. He
is gradually developing better understanding of and ability to
cope with what teacher, work, and classmates expect of him,
SVhereao up until hot; he conformed to the wishes of his mother
in return for her lovo and approval, now he ia able to conform
to the wishes of his toucher. Bat beyond the a^e of twelve,
the child is fast approaching .is adolescence and ia over-
whelmed with a renewed sexual striving wi.ich, accompanied by
his new bewilder* nj status as half child and half adult, with
its attendant conflicts, may often cause poor attention in the
schoolroom, unsatisfactory work and behav'or difficulties.
Doctor English and Doctor Pearson say:
....at this time the child becomes exposed to mental
conflicts associated with his adolescence and thus,
is using too much psychic energy to have any left to
devote to intellectual pursuits, 3uoh adolescent
worries and psychic conflicts may be about many
things, but in our experience they usually concern
difficulties In the relationship bctwoen the child
and his parents, love affairs or sexual behavior,,
(masturbation, heterosexual or homosexual play).
3. 0. Spurgeon English and herald '.. «T. Pearson,
Cannon lieuroses of Children and Adults.

CHAPTER III
HISTORY AND ORGANIZATION OF THh CHILD GUIDANCE CLIT:iC3
OP TBB 8A88ACH08BTTS DIVISION 0? BBIT&t HYGIENE
(a) ristory
The Massachusetts Vivision of f,cntal Hygiene la a
division of the Massachusetts Department of Mental Health.
It's inception arose out of the growing recognition, in the
years directly succeeding the first world 1 ar, that preventive
measures would be the best way of tackling the weighty problem
of the care of the mentally ill. The Division was organized ir
1922 under the supervision of the Department of Mental health
(then 1-cnown as the Department of ? 'ental diseases), through the
combined initiative of Doctor Douglas A. Thorn , the first
Director of the Division, and the late Commissioner of the
Department, Doctor George K« ulino. It wan established by the
enactment of Chapter 519, by the Legislature of 1922, which
empowered the Commissioner of ! ental Diseases to delegate
authority to the Director of the Division to investigate all
matters having to do with, or affecting the mental health of
the people of the commonwealth. This act encompassed all the
varied factors leading to mental diseases, gave authority for
rer-carch In any field of nental medic ino, and made a provision
whoreby the knowledge acquired from these researches should bo
put to the beat advantage for the people of the 3tatc.

Massachusetts was the first state in the union to recognize
officially the importance of Mental Hygiene. Pr. Them's
account of the establishment of the Division states that
Section 13 A of Chapter 519, afforded the provision for the
Division's establishment of the present Child Guidance Clinics
in the statement that, "It may also establish, foster and de-
velop outpatient clinics."
The Division has grown an£ expanded considerably
since its beginning. It Originally concentrated on the prob-
lems of early childhood and their treatment, but now its pre-
ventive program envelops three phases of mental hygiene:
1. Carrying on the work of the Child Guidance Clinics.
2. Dlr«Otiflg the educational program which entails the
training of all students in the division and in the institu-
tions under the V)epartment of rental health and the distribu-
tion of Cental Hygiene information.
3. Directing and coordinating both divisional and insti-
tutional research.
Since there i? a definite correlation between be-
havior difficulties of children and subsequent dependency,
delinquency and nervous disorders in adolescent and adult life
the child guidance clinics are an integral part of the alms of
mental illness. The first "habit clinic" was established
4. Douglas A. Thom,. "The First State revision of
Mental Hygiene", Bulletin of uhe Massachusetts Department of

and directed, aa a private enterprise, in Boston, in 1921 by
Dr. Douglas Thorn. It was held one tail? day a week in a
settlement house under the ftuapioea 6t the Baby Hygiene Asso-
ciation. It handled only cases of young children with
"undesirable habits". This clinic later served as a model for
the present day Massachusetts child guidance clinics. When
Dr. Thorn assumed the office of director of the Division of
Cental Hygiene the following year, he unofficially took this
first habit clinic into the Division. In June, 1923, one year
after the Division of Mental Hygiene had come into existence,
the Habit Clinics for children of pro-school age were estab-
lished. Although the Clinics* purpose was to help establish
in pre-school children, good physical, mental and emotional
habits, so that the child would be better able to meet the
trying experiences of adulthood and adolescence, there were no
definite age specifications laid down. It soon became evident
that more than half of the total number of the cases carried
consisted of children of grammar school age. In many of the
communities the Habit Clinic was the only resource for child
guidance so that schools, parents, doctors, nurses, and social
agencies referred children of school age. The clinic has, and
still does, treat only children of normal mental equipment.
On January 1, 1939, the age range for admittance to the clinics
was set down so that children up through fourteen years of age
could be accepted for study and treatment. The name was

changed from the Habit Clinic to the Child Guidance Clinics.
Before this, the original habit clinic separated from the
other clinics of the Division, hut continued under n-^ivate
support, retaining Dr. Thomas its director, and its orig-
inal „Tie, Habit Clinic,
(b) Organization.
The ^ussachusetts Child Guidance Clinics like those
of hew York, Pennsylvania, Illinois and California, ar«e con-
ducted by the State Government. Through their central de-
partment of mental disease, in Massachusetts it is the De-
partment of Tlentul Health, the states offer clinic services
to emotionally ^.aludjusted children which either replace or
supplement the programs of the State Hospitals
.
^ccordinq; to
g
171toner, in the period between 1930 and 19'7,' twelve states
bad such a centrally administered program outside of the
state hospital system, but those five previously mentioned
were the only ones which ^ave lonT lived and more extensive
service. The clinics of the Division and those in the pro-
"Tu s of the other states mentioned, have in common a cer-
tain difference from the clinics conducted by the state hos-
pitals. This is, the lessened emphasis upon mont-1 disease
so us not to carry to their patients such strong connotation
of inevitable psychosis. The object 1-e of the Division was
5. Helen Leland itmor - Psychiatric Clinics for
Children, p. 207.

to stimulate the mental hospitals to enlarge their services
and to set an example of child -uldunce work for the local
community so as to enable it, in time, to assume the finan-
cial support for such service. Since the work of the state
clinics is mainly educational, it does not aim at complete
state coverage
.
Since the establishment of the clinics t 1 ere have
been twenty-one clinic centers established. These are not
all operating permanently and simultaneously, The number
active at any one time varies from year to year, but the av-
erage has been nine. The clinics are often demonstrations
for the community, '.'hen the Division withdraws ft clinic it
is usually because the community apo^eciates the value of the
clinic 1 s service and establishes its own clinics through lo-
cal resources. i3ut some clinics ure closed for lack of com-
munity interest. Each time a clinic is withdrawn a nev; one
is usually established in a different community, l^ach clinic
serves not only the city in which it is held, but the sur
rounding communities.
At present there are ten Child Guidance Clinics
operating under the ausoices of the Division. They are the
clinics at:
1. Boston Disoensary
2. Nev/ England Hospital for - omen and Children
3. '-est End Health Unit
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4. Brockton School Department
5. Lowell
6. north Heading
7. Norwood
8. Quincy
9. Springfield
10, Worcester
Aside from the clinic at the Uorth Reading Sanita-
rium, v/hich is mainly an advisary and diarpostic clinic and
meets monthly, and the 'Vorcester and Springfield Clinics
which are parti:/ subsidized by their local communities, and
~ive full time service, the remaining clinics meet weekly,
(c) Annual Statistics of the Child Guidance Clinics.
Since the cases chosen for study in this project
were referred arid active in 1939, let us see in Which tyoe of
background they have t ,eir setting. The following information
was obtained from the annul report of the Division of ,Tental
. y ~iene for clinic year December, 1938 to November, 1939.
T e over all statistics of the clinic year from Decetab** 1,
1938 to November '0, 19 7-9 is fairly typical -of any clinic
year. There were ten clinics operating The total case load
of the Child Guidance Clinics was 1,077, of whicv 744 cases
ere full or intensive service cases, 325 were Special Service
6. Report of the Division of Men' al 'ly-iene. "nnual
Report of the Department of Mental Health . Nov. 30,
r
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cases, and five cases were carried cooperatively vith other
social agencies. Of the total case load, at the time that
the statistics - ore compiled, thore -.ere ei~ht car.es where de-
cision had not yet been reached as to type of service needed.
Thus, 69 per cent of the cases were full service; 30 per cent
Special Service; one per cent unassi-nied.
Of the total 1,077 cases, 309 had been continued
from the previous year; 707 were new cases; 61 vzere reopered
from the previous year; 714 were closed during the year, and
363 were to he carried forward or continued in the • ext year.
Of the total number of children seen during the 7/ear
64 per cent were male and 36 oer cent were female. In the clirj-
ics where the schools were the chief source of referral, name-
ly Brockton, Lawrence, Lowell, Norwood, Qui icy and Real in t,
t>e larger proportion of the cases were boys. There was a
more even distribution of boys and ?*irls in the clinics where
the a.jority of cases were referred from general medical clin-
ics. These clinics includ 1 the Boston Dispensary* the New
England Hospital, and the North Reading Sanitorium Clinics.
However, no definite conclusions could be drawn from these
facts because the '..'est End Clinic, which i3 in a Health Unit,
did not bear them out. Nevertheless, although there is no
report of the type of problems referred by schools it seems
safe to speculate that since boys are mor»e physically active
than "iris and have wider avenues of mischief open to them,
r
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they may more readily draw tho teacher's attention than would
f?irls« The children referred from general medical clinics may
be presontin" different and more varied oro^lems and those
types of problems which a teacher may not be capable of r»eco^-
nlslng as Problems,
The largest sinrrle source of referrals was the
schools. Following these in order came referrals from friends
and relatives, physicians, family agencies, clinic staff,
nurslnp schools, and settlement houses and churches* Of the
total number of cases, 94 per» cent wore of pre- school u^e,
lie 76 per cent were of school u'o. Of the total number of
..vxs cases referred (707), 26 per cent wore of ore-school a^e,
and 75 per cent were of school apje.
In analyzing these fi mares we may Infer that the
Mjorlty of school over pro-school children is partly due to
tho fact that the largest single source of referral was the
r: ools. Another reason may be that ore- school children do
', ave tho opportunity to come to the attention of others
tsl-e of the home who know the value of clinical resources.
The total number of interviews during this clinic
./ear and including all the clinics, was 13,910* This number
represents interviews by the members of the clinic stuff, ln-
cludlnr osychiatrists, psychologists, social worker, speech
and occupational therapist and reined lal tutors, with children,
parents, teachers, representatives of social agencies, and
others concerned.
<
CHAPTER IV
TEAM-WORK ORGANIZATION OP CLINIC PERSONNEL
IS RELATION TO THE "WHOLE CHILD"
(a) Service to the "Whole Child"
The clinic makes a thorou^^i study of the total ner-
sonality of each child by focusing on his intellectual, social,
and emotional life* Thus, the stuff members who include psy-
chiatrists, psychologists, social workers, and special thera-
pists for speech and reading difficulties, are used to their
fullest capacity.
(b) Distribution of Personnel.
At present, under the auspices of the Division, there
are f ree psychiatrists, four psychologist s, five social work-
ers, and in certain clinics, therapists in speech and reading
dif ficult les . Brockton and Quincy are the only clinics which
have available occupational therapists. The Child Guidance
Clinics are "traveling clinics" and each member of the staff
crives service to at least two clinic centers.
(c) Categories of Service Rendered.
1 . (tall Service.
A case is made "full service" when intensive treat-
ment has been prescribed and the social worker has obtained a
full social history from contact i itii the parents, the school
teacher, and perhaps other interested individuals. Knowledge
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is obtained of the cild's physical condition. A psychological
examination is c*iven the child. The social worker then oro-
ceeds to carry out the therapeutic recommendations of the osy-
chiatrist and psychologist all the while that the arent and
c. ild usually have regular clinic contacts with the psychia-
trist .
2. Special Service or Partial history.
These are cases where intensive treatment is not war-
ranted and just enough information is obtained to miide the
clinic staff in under stand inn- the emblem so as to be better
ablo to direct treatment. There are f : ve categories of treat-
ment into \tfiich soecial service Cases fall.
Children who are brought to clinic for* dia/rnosis and
consultation only.
Mentally retarded children who are unable to benefit
from clinic treatment.
Children who are referred to another agency which is
qualified to meet their needs such as a school, social agency,
hospital or the Division of Mental Def ciency.
Children who can be treated at clinic without social
study. These cases may be infants referred for habit training
or c ildren with certain types of speech defect.
Cases where clinic contact must be of short duration
because of the distance from home to the clinic or because the
family does not wish further service. It often happens that
•
• •
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i
after a full history has been obtained, the family severs all
contact with the clinic and loses interest in treatment
•
(d) Interaction of Clinic Personnel.
Each clinic unit is composed of a staff of three-
—
psychiatrist
,
psychiatric social worker, and psychologist • In
those clinics where special services are available such as oc-
cupational therapy, and speech and reading therapy, those spec-
ialized therapists are on the staff.
The social worker has the first contact with each
new referral. Every case accepted is cleared through the so-
cial service index. At the child's first clinic visit, he is
given a psychological examination. Then, both he and the moth-
er, or both parents, are interviewed by the psychiatrist. The
psychiatrist always interviews the child before the parent is
interviewed. Previous to these initial interviews, the nsy-
chiatrist has been made av/are, by the social worker, of as
much of the social situation as is known at the time, and by
the psychologist, of the psychometric rating. After the ini-
tial psychometric, psychiatric and social worker9 1 interviews,
each new case is discussed by the staff to decide whether or
not a child would benefit from a full type of service or
whether less intensive treatment would be sufficient for his
needs. It is then the social worker's duty to obtain a full
social case history. Most of the information is obtained from
the mother, or both parents if possible, and social agencies

;.ch have had contact with the family or are active with the
family at the time. If the child is of school a~o, the school
is also a chief source of information # The clinic's social
cervine record is orr$a Ized according to a specific outline.
[V>qq appendix). In the course of obtaining the social history,
the social worker voir/ often obtains valuable insl ht into the
nature of the child's oroblems* This is an aid to both herself
worker) and the psychiatrist, in future treatment.
The psychiatrist carries on treatment directly with
the child and the oaront* Althoia& tho psychiatrist is the clin*-
1c jeiabor who helos the parent and chili to the iecessa-^y un-
derstanding of tho situation, tho social worker functions to
reinterpret to the narents as they may not fully -rasp the psy-
chiatrist's interpretation of the clinic function* In subse-
quent home visits, tho social worker will attest to help the
parent in her attitudes toward the total situation a d in spec-
ific areas of child management • The social worker focuses on
,.-.:oour.. "in.,7 thy family and child to think througi their own
oblor.s, und to make and carry out suitable plans* Tho social
worker also aids in carrying out tho psychiatrist's recommenda-
tions which are on an environmental level and which aim to make
up for social deprivations which are negatively influencing tho
child's total development. The social worker -ay cooperate
With other social a~ronoies and maintain necessary school con-
tacts* She helps the family 'to make use of other available
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community resources, such as recreational agencies and educa-
tional facilities.

GHAPTSH V
DESCRIPTION OF REFERRALS
Before venturing uoon a thorousfi survey and a more
careful analysis of the twenty-five cases under consideration,
it vould be well to obtain a definite persoective of some of
the broad categories of structure out of which this group is
for.rjed. This will include more detailed pictures of the sourc
es of referral, age and sex distribution, length of the clin-
ic contacts, distribution of the number of home visits made
by the social workers, distribution of the number of clinic
visits, and the distribution of the number of school visits
made by the social workers, in the twenty-five cases,
(a) Sources referring cases
TABLE Xi
SOURCES REFERR IN G TWENTY-F !V E CASES STUDIED
DIVISION OF MENTAL HYGIENE CHILD 'GUIDANCE CLINICS
Referring Agent Number of referrals
1. School 21
2. Health Arrency 2
3. Physician 1
4. Mother 1
TOTAL 25

Over four-fifths of th© total .^roup were referred
by the school. The probable reason for this was that all
those children presented difficulties of adjustment which the
schools could not handle alone and referred t^em because they
knew of the Child Guidance Clinics as a community resource.
It is possible that parents do not look uoon school problems
as beihn; serious enou.^i for outsid; help, but if they do, they
may not be familiar with the services of the clinics so as to
refer their children for help. The fact that tv;o cases were
referred by hospitals, and one case by a physician may help
to substantiate this last point, because the mothers, in dis-
cussing thoir children's medical problems with the private
and hospital physicians, complained of the children's ooor
school adjustment, about which they were affluently concerned.
These two sources of referral had nore Opportunity for fam-
iliarity with the clinics, and realizing that there was no
physical basis for the school maladjustments, acted as middle-
en in referring the Mothers to the proper source of aid. If
those mothers had known of the Chfld Guidance clinics, they
may have referred their children directly. One mother heard
of the Clinic's services from another clinic mother and re-
ferred her child directly.

(b) Age and sex distribution
TABLE II
AGE DISTRIBUTION AND SEX OF T' 'ENTY-FIV2 CASES
STUDIED DIVISION OF HflfTAL HYlIENE CHILD GUID-
ANCE CLINICS
Ages in Years Total
T
"ale
Se:c
Female
8 8 5 3
9 7 6 1
10 4 4
11 3 2 1
12 3 3
TOTAL 25 20 5
The most outstanding thing in this table is that
twenty, or ein-hty per cent of the children referred, were boys
As the writer has previously stated in the description of an
average year 1 s statistics of the Child Guidance Clinics, it is
possible that a greater number of boys are referred because
they are more physically active than ^irls and thus come to
the attention of the teachers, ho are the largest source of
referral, nore readily. The fact that the greater number- of
the children referred, fell into the youngest groups of

the study, ei^ht and nine years, ^r.ay imply that the younger
school children who are subjected to tho disturbing influences
in their lives find it more difficult to adjust to the school
situation than do the older school children,
(c) Distribution of the length of the clinic contacts
TABLE III
BOMBER OF MONTHS CASES \ ERE CARRIED T! T .. /'TY-^IVE
CASES STUDIED
DIVISION OF ThENTAL HYGIENE CHILD GUIDATTCE CLINICS
Number of Months Number of Children
4-8 7
9-13 $
14-18 6
19-23 3
24-28 3
29-33 3
TOTAL 25
This table reveals that a little more than three-
fifths of t ! e cases studied were known to the clinics f^om be-
tween four and eighteen months, while a little less than two-
fifths of the cases had contacts of longer duration; from
%
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nineteen to thirty-threo months. The average number of months
of clinic contact for the entire grcnip was fifteen months,
(d) Distribution of the number of home visits viade by the
social workers,
TABLE IV
NUMBER OP HOME VISITS MADS 3Y SOCIAL 0RS&&S IN Tl.E' rTY-
FIVE CASES STUDIED
DIVISION OF MENTAL HYGIENE CHILD GUIDANCE CLINICS
Humber of Visits Number of Cases
1 10
2 7
3 2
4 3
5 1
8 1
11 1
TOT L 25
From an analysis of this table it can be seen that
in ten of the total twenty-five cases, the social v: orleer made
but >ne home visit during the entire clinic contact. This
means that no home visits wore made subsequent to the taking

of the social history, which was obtained for every case and
v- ich is counted as a home visit, as it is taken in the home.
Between one and four home visits duping the entire clinic con-
tact v/ere made in twenty-two of the twenty- five cuces. Of the
remaining threj cases, five, eioht, and eleven one visits
v/ere made for each one respectively. The case in which five
home visits were nade was active with the clinic for seven-
teen months. The case in which oipht home visits were made
was active with the clinic ;"or nineteen months. The case in
v; ich eleven home visits were made was active with the clinic
for twenty- seven months. However, trie length of time a case
was known to clinic is no measuring stick for the number of
homo visit 8 that were ^ade for that case. This can be seen
by a comparison of this tahle with Table III. TTino cases in
all were known to clinic betweon nineteen and thirty-three
months, hut only in two cases within this <rroup v/ere more
than four home visits rade . The generally low number of home
visits made by the social worker does not imply that the
cases under treatment did rot require intensive treatment.
It does signify that because of the social worker's many du-
ties and the many cases which each worker must handle, she is
obliTOd to limit the majority of her- interviews .1th the par-
ents and the children to clinic hours.
(e) The follow in? tahle reoresents the opportunities that
the social worker had for* interviews at clinic, at the same
c
time that it shows the distribution of the number of clinic
visits among the twenty-five cases.
TA13LE V
DISTRI3DTI0N OF CLINIC VIS TPS AMONG TVJENTY-FIVIJ GaSES
STUDIED
DIVISION OF MENTAL HYGIENE CHILD GUIDANCE CLINICS
Number of Visits Number of Cases
1-10 10
11-20 5
21-0 6
31-40 4
TOTAL 25
The table shows that in three-fifths of the cases
under study, between one and twenty clinic visits were made.
An average of eighteen clinic visits for the group as a whole
were made. Two- fifths of the total number of cases made be-
tween twenty-one and forty clinic visits, which was the cat-
egory of the largest amount of clinic visits for the rroup.
(f) Distribution of the number of school visits made by the
social workers.
*
TABLE VI
Hf'BER OF SCHOOL VISIT 3 M'\DB 37 TRH SOCIAL 'ORKSRS IN
TWENTY-FIVE CASES STUDIED
DIVISION OP METJTAL HYGIENE CHILD (yJIDATJCS CLINICS
Number of School visits Number of Cases
1-5 19
0-10 3
11-15 2
16-20 1
TOTAL 25
In nineteen cases, or almost four-fifths of the to-
tal -roup, from one to five school visits were made by the so-
cial workers, An average of four school visits wore .ade for
the entire group. This average is slightly higher than the to-
tal average of home visits made, but may be explained by the
fact that the workers very seldom interview teachers at clinic,
whereas the majority of interviews with the individuals in-
volved in the cases are carried on at clinic. Thus, since the
majority of the cases were referred *>y the schools, which
sourht help with the child 1 s problems, it is natural that a
number of subsequent school visits were made In the attemot to
help the schools car^y t'irou?h the clinic's recommendations.
c(
CHAPTER VI
THE INDIVIDUAL CAS- SITUATIONS
(A) Introduction to the Case Presentations:
The writer chose for stu iy the most imoortant fac-
tors of each case, as revealed in the clinical diagnoses and
treatment summaries, as having the most hearing On the or»oblems,
the aim and course of treatment and the treatment results.
This data was obtained from the completed schedules and put in-
to case summary form. Thus, the essence of each case situation
with the emphasis upon the factors which are being studied in
j is thesis, is oresented in these summaries. The writer will,
in the following chapters, draw the evaluation and conclusions
from an analysis of the twenty-five case sum aries as a whole.
Prom a scrutiny of the individual summaries, it Is hoped that
the reader will obtain a clean picture of the --roup's orob-
lens and how the clinic has been able to meet thorn.
For further clarification, the use of the terms
"problem" and "other problems" in the case summarlOS refer
to the oroblen as stated upon referral or as the mothOV or oth-
..r informant for the social case history has defined the
child's difficulties. Howeve", these are only manifestations
of an underlying difficulty and are not the "real'" problems of
the case. A child may lie ^nd steal or strike his teacher,
but he seldom does it just for the sake of activity. These
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activities are merely symptoms of the real orobiems. The
real problems are the motivating forces "behind the S7,nnptoms,
or the needs of the child, which vary for each individual
depending upon his personality and the factors outside of him-
self which influence it. Therefore, after stating the "chief
problem" which is the problem defined for referral, and the
"other problems" found, the case summary proceeds to define the
"real" problem or problems which are the cause of the overt act
or acts.
The fellowing table reorosents the type of orobiems,
which vere presented upon referral, for the ^oup as a whole.
It also v ill give the reader a picture of what the referring
agents considered to be problems serious enough for clinic
treatment
.
TABLE VII
PROBLEMS AS STATED UPON RXMtRAL IN TWENTY-FIVE CASES STUDIED
DIVISION OF MENTAL HYGIENE CHILD GUIDANCE CLINICS
Type of Problem Number
Poor School . ork and
Poor Social Adjustment 12
Poor School ork 5
Poor Social Adjustment 5
Reading 2
Speech and Reading 1
TOTAL 25
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The table reveals that in the case of almost one-
half of the number of children studied, the oroblem for which
the child was referred was poor school work and poor social ad-
just an t or, in other words, complete school maladjustment.
Thus, each of these twelve children did noor school work and
also made a poor social adjustment either with his classmates,
teacher or both. Of this group of twelve, four children were
referred as oresertin^ oroblems of poor work and aggressive be-
havior toward their classmates. These four children were all
quarrelsome and could not get along well with their classmates.
Another group of four, f-^om this first twelve, were
referred because of poor work <ind poor social adjustment,
which took the form of inrnaturit;/-, shyness, and withdrawn be-
havior in the classroom. These children hesitated to join in
classroom games and were not included in extracurricular* acti-
vities by the rest of the class.
The remaining four of this croup of twelve consisted
of: two children who did poor school work, lied to the teacher
and did some petty stealing from their teachers and classmates:
one child who did poor school work and was involved in sex olay
with other children: one child who did poor school work and was
disobedient toward the teacher. This last child made a ^ood
social adjustment with his classmates.
The next group of five children were referred only
because of poor school work. These children did not present,
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to the referring agent, outward manifestations of poor social
adjustment. Three of tho children showed no interest in school
work and were inattentive. One of the children day-dreamed
frequently. The fifth child had missed a ?reat deal of work
because he was asthmatic, and as a result he felt inferior to
his classmates because he could not reep up vjith them in a-
chievement
.
Five children were referred solely because of poor
social adjustment. One ~irl was very sensitive to the teasing
of her classmates and would cry. A boy would nud^e and shove
hie classmates for no apparent reason although he was -iot a hos- •
tile nor an aggressive child. Another bo;/ would be disobedient
and display temper tantrums in the classroom. Another child
stole from his teachers and classmates. The fifth child, in
this r.roup, displayed impulsive behavior and was moody.
Two children were referred chiefly because of read-
ing difficulty and the schools wanted the clinics 1 assistance.
Of these two children, one would daydream in the classroom and
be inattentive.
The twenty-fifth child was referred because the
school thou -ht he needed help with his speech and reading. At
referral, tho school did not si mify that he presented any oth-
er school problem.
IB) Individual Case Situations
In the following case summaries we see the importance
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of these problems in the life situation of the individual
child, from whence they arose, whether they were the only
si ns of maladjustment, and what tho clinic was or was not
a" lo to do with regard to bringing about a well-rounded ad-
justment considering the important environmental, physical and
personality influences in each case situation. For the purpose
of bringing each case into sharper focus and thus enabling the
investigator to be better uble to comoare the various case
situations for the purpose of defining the final conclusions,
tho cases studied iuve been divided into three groups depend-
ent upon the condition of the cases upon closing Hence, there
are sixteen cases which were "Improved" upon closin-; five
cases v/'tich wore "Slightly improved" upon closing foiir cases
which were "Unimproved" upon closing,
(a) Improved
Case 1. (Stanley C.)
Stanley C. was a nine year old hoy with high average
intellectual ability (I. Q. 110) in the fourth rade. His
grade placement was correct for his mental ability. He was re-
ferred by the school because of poor school work, excessive day-
dreaming, and slowness in starting his work.
At home, Stanley was anr^r-essive and hyperactive, was
possessed of a quick temper, and day-dreamed.
Stanley was the third of five living children in the
family. He was bom just before the death of an older brother

and received too much attention because of this. TTis father
was a very maladj istei, ardworking, opinionated -an with a
manic compelling drive for work. He expected the mother and
c ildren to he busy every minute. The mother acted as mediator
between the father and the children. Because of Ms father*
s
severity, his mother compensated by be in- too lo-i it
.
'L
Vi er»e
was undue tension regarding the performance of Stanley's tasks
and he retreated from this into day-dreaminn;. He realized some
of his ideas and plans in his adventurous playing.
Because the father was so maladjusted, no serious
effort was made to work with him. The treatment plan v/as to In-
fluence the mother to praise Stanley for his deeds and efforts
so as to diminish his feedings of inadequacy which his father's
nag ing and rirrid standards had built up.
Excellent contact was established with Stanley and
his mother. Through talking with the psychiatrist and the so-
cial worker, themother gained an increasing understanding of
Stanley's problems in relation to his difficult family situation,
She was able to follow the clinic's recom endations. Stanley
was not promoted that year, but the clinic felt that this would
work as a possible challenge for him to do better work the next
year. His problems cleared up over the summer, and through his
mother's influence his father was more cooperative and friendly
with him. The case was closed as "improved".
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Case 2. (Walter)
Walter was a twelve year old boy of ~ood average in-
tellectual ability (I. Q. 106), who was in the seventh grade,
Ihis was a correct placement for his mental ability. He was re-
ferred by the school because of poor school adjustment, both ac-
ademic and social, and soilin~. Walter had always "just -ot by"
in school work. He craved attention from his teacher and was in-i
attentive and lazy.
Outside of school he presented problems of food cap-
riciousness, nocturnal enuresis, occasional soiling, thumb suck-
ln.fi, and poor social adjustment. He was timid In his social life
and afraid of active games. He preferred slaying with r?irls and
younger boys.
Walter's problems emanate from a lack of maturity due
;o his home situation. His enuresis and reversion to soiling
;as in part due to a recent sex experience v:ith other boys. ,ral-
;or was the youngest of three children. He was six years young-
er than one sister and thirteen years younger than the oldest,
le was always exposed to abnormal family relationships. Until
ie was six years of age, the younger sister who. was mentally
deficient, received all of the family's attention. After she was
omoved from the home, all of the attention was showered upon
' /alter". His parents did too much for him and kept him too de-
pendent. The child was bewildered by his early insecurity and
;hc sudden overindulgence •
«
The treatment problem was to influence the family
to live .'alter increased responsibility so as to build up
confidence v.ithin him, and to interpret his needs to the teach
er. Treatment also included a plan to initiate him into or-
ganized group activity so that he might be helped to a better
social adjustment.
Although his oarents cooperated with the environ-
mental manipulation, they were passive and took little part
in a therapeutic program. The worker -nade many school visits
and interpreted to the teacher, who was very understanding.
The teacher begun to rrive him legitimate opportunities for
attention -etting and Vliming reconnit ion. In this way he
did not have to seek the teacher* s attention and could assert
himself in the classroom. At the cliiic f s suggestion* the
school placed him in a higher grade. This not only motiv-
ated him to do better work, but it gave him self-confidence.
The clinic obtained a Y.M.C.A. scholarship for him and he
took full advantage of the "Y" facilities. At the close of
treatment, ..alter was making a better academic and social
adjustment. He averaged ten ooints higher In his school sub-
jects, Hs adjusted better v;ith his classmates and playmates.
The case was closed as "improved"'.

Case 3. (Melvin G.)
Melvin G. was an eight year old boy of low average
intellectual ability (I. Q. 94), who was re oe at in " the second
grade* The school referred him to clinic because of a speech
defect and reading difficulty. Kis attitude towards work was
good in that he made an effort to learn, but he was becoming
discouraged. He rot along well with his classmates and did not
mind that they were all younger than he.
Melvin was emotionally immature and dependent uoon
his mother. He had a poor social adjustment in that he olayed
alone because he would not take the initiative to join other
Children at play»
lg was the youngest of five children. He was babied
by the entire family and they always saw to it that he had an
easy path. Melvin was extremely close to his older brother
and was dependent upon him. His father tried to help him in
reading but he was so impatient that Kelvin would burst into
tears. As a result he associated these tutoring sessions with
his school work and became discouraged at school. It was dis-
covered that Melvin ,ad a nasal obstruction which was the rnain
cause of his speech defect.
Treatment was aimed at helping the mother and brother
to see the necessity for encouraging independence in ?!elvin,
broadening his social relationships to help bring this about,
and attention to the nasal obstruction. It was also planned
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that he be given speech and reading therapy.
As a result of contact with the clinic, the mother
aiid brother changed their attitude toward TJelvin. They en-
couraged him to use his initiative. He received speech therapy
and remedial reading, and his medical need was attended to.
The teacher cooperated with the clinics recommendations for
the school to continue the reading help, whereas previously
the clinic had taken that respon si>ilit.; . The teache^ had reg-
ular conferences \ ;ith the clinic's remedial reading tutor. A
YMHA camp scholarship was obtained for Melvin. He went to camp
and found friends of his own a^e from amongst the camp grotigH
As a result of tho clinic contact, Kelvin developed more in-
itiative and self-reliance. His speech and reading Improved
and he progressed in school. The case was closed as "improved".
Case 4. ( Edward B .
)
Edward B«, an eleven year old boy with hl^h average
intellectual ability (I. Q. 109), was in the sixth Trade,
which was a proper grade placement for his mental age. He was
referred by the school because of willfulness, impulsiveness
,
wide swings of mood from elation to dejection, and extreme
sensitiveness. He had always done satisfactory work:, althouajh
he had poor work habits. Previous to referral, the teacher had
struck him because he had whispered. His teacher was known to
have struck other children. Edward's pride was hurt and he

could not forgive the teacher. His father reported the incid-
ent to the principal and the situation was so iev/hat eased,
Edward had shown many inconsistencies and tempera-
mental quirks since his infancy. He had always resented crit-
icism and was a difficult child to manage. At ~omc , there
were times when he wanted to be left completely alone. He
liked to "boss his playmates and was a "soro loser".
Edward was the oldest of th.r»oe children. His par-
ents were very young at his birth and his mother felt that she
had made many mistakes in the early years of training. With
the pro-adolescent development of his younger brother who was
well-behaved, bright and well-poised, Edward's less desirable
points weire more noticeable. His father was too ri^id in his
st -dards of x>havior for the children. His youn or brother
could attain them, but Edward was unable to. The parents'
comparisons of Edward and this brother were always unfavorable
to the former, Edward's problems were the result of a sense
of insecurity and the resulting desire to place himself in a
favorable li^it.
The aim of treatment was to interpret Edward's needs
to his parents so that they might find some legitimate means
for him to receive the recognition and praise neoes^ary to en-
courage the growth of self assurance and a feeling of security
Although the father was seen only once, he was in-
terested and cooperative. Although the mother was sympathetic
•/
towards the boy and anxious to make him happier, I er interest
waned and she te ded to shift the responsibility for Edward* s
personality problems to oer husband. Although Edward still had
some emotional instability, the acute situation at school,
which resulted from the tension between Edward and his teacher,
was improved. The school reported that he was adjusting well.
This report -nay have been made because the principal was on
the defensive about the situation and did not wish to continue
contact. The teacher had not be on seen by the worker. All the
school information was obtained from the princioal. The case
was closed as "imoroved".
Case 5. (Dorothy)
Dorothy was an eight year old ~irl with low average
intellectual ability (I.Q. 93), who was in the third rrrade,
which was a correct placement for her mental arre. She had
been referred by the school because of poor concentration, re-
fusal to work, and a poor attitude toward her classmates. She
could not tolerate criticism or rebuke and when her classmates
teased her she retaliated by strikirv- and pushing them. She
had presented these problems all through her school life.
Her other problems were lying, sensitiveness to rep-
rimands, a recent sex episode and poor soci .1 adjustment. She
picked fights with other children.
Dorothy had a poor inheritance and early background.

Her mother had a long series of sex delinquencies. Her father
was shot in a bootlegger's brawl. She had lived with her pres-
ent foster parents since the a^e of two. Her own mother virit-
ed her in the foster home and Dorothy knew that she was her
mother, but she regarded t^e foster mother as her own mother.
8 19 rejected her ov.n name and wanted to use the ;a :e of her
foster parents. She was confused about her family relation-
ships and ren-arded her foster brother as her own brother. The
foster mother was very indulgent and over- cautious in the care
of Dorothy as she feared that the child migitt follow the same
path as her mother's. She bitterly -resented a y criticism or
connect ion of her methods of training and responded to it with
almost hysterical fury. The neighborhood was poor and it was
a lone?- walk to school. The fact that Dorothy had '-ad a sex
episode was attributed t the fact t'-iut there was a meat deal
of sex play amon? the children in the neighborhood. Her in-
attent iveness to school work was portly influenced by the fact
that she had a serious eye difficulty which had not been recog-
nized at the time of referral. Her total maladjustment to
school was also influenced by the fact that s ie was sensitive
to V at the other children thought of her having two names.
The treatment problem consisted of helping the fos-
ter mother to recognize the need for developing the child's in-
dependence. Dorothy 1 s independence could be fostered if the
foster mother v ere not sosuspicious of the child's every
•
action. This plan of treatment for the foster mother was nec-
essary because she would not face the facts Ctf Dorothy* s prob-
lems as she feared they would cast reflection upon 'crself
.
She needed to be helped to take criticism in a constructive
way
.
Althouaji the worker visited the teacher many times
in the attempt to interpret the needs of the child to her, the
teacher did not profit from the clinic's service. She lost
patience with Dorothy durin.r the course of the treatment. How
ever, Dorothy's school work improved when after many months
the foster mother agreed to have her fitted to -lasses and the
family had moved. Dorothy attended a private school in the
new neighborhood. She had an understanding and cooperative
teacher and adjusted well to the new school. The foster moth-
er was resistant to the worker's interpretation of Dorothy's
needs. Nevertheless, Dorothy was happier at the close of
treatment when she had visited her mother Tor a short while
and When with some aid from the psychiatrist she became able
to solve her conflict as to family relationships. The case
was closed as "improved".
Case G. ( Erne st
)
Ernest was an eight year old boy with, hi^h average
mental ability (I. Q. 106) who was in the third rrade, w ich
was the proper grade placement for his intellectual ability.
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The psychological examination showed that he Vai capable of
fourth trade work but that he was deliberate in his reactions
H cl responded poorly to ^roddin-T;. The school referred him on
a question of promotion. He bad poor concentration, became
easily confused arid demanded ft ^r»eat deal of the teacher's at-
tention,
.Lmi est was a slow, shy, timid child. He made a poor
social adjustment because of his immaturity and timidity. He
was exceedingly unworldly. He ^ad no initiative and would
"follow" the -"roup. He often complained to his mother that
other children hit him.
He was the you ,r?est of three children and his oarents
compared him unfavorably with his siblings who were bright and
qui.'k. The mother was a dominating, half-osychotlc, ambitious
woman who worked outside of bor home to suooloment the father's
income. She had no idea of the correct methods of child train-
ing. She was fanatically religious and instilled fear into
v ^est by superstitions. She cowed and na??e j the child, and
ruled him by appealing to his affection for* her.
The treatment was aimed at ^educing pressure from the
home ~nd the school so as to allow him to develop at his own
pace and thus ^ain confidence. Self-confidence could also be
fostered by succesr in social relationships.
The mother benefited somewhat from the ps;/*chiatrist 1 s
explanations of how her methods and actions were affecting

Ernest. The clinic obtained a Y.M.CA. scholarship for Ernest,
He enjoyed fchi contact exceedingly, and in time became more in-
dependent, better poised and happier. The school cooperated
and the teacher tutored Ernest in arithmetic. He was promoted
on the clinic's recommendation, because it was fGlt that he
needed the encouragement which a promotion would offer. His
school work improved slightly. The case was closed as "im-
proved" .
Case 7. ("Aelvin B)
Melvin B # was a nine year old boy with average mental
ability (I. Q. 96) who was in the fourth ^rade, a grade compar-
able with his mental age. Althou->h he had never repeated a
-rade and hi? work was sat is fact cry , be made no effort and bad
no ambition. His teacher referred him because of poor social
adjustment in the classroom. He nudged and shoved the other
children and whispered when the rest of the class was quiet.
His classmates did ot like him and did not ask him to join in
the classroom games.
At home, Melvin was food capricious, disobedient,
stubborn, untruthfull, and indifferent to things "oinT on about
him. He was passive and submicrive with children his. own a^e.
He allowed them to beat him in games v ithout making an effort
himself. He did not fight back when other children attacked
him. He ^ad no playmates because other children did not want
r»
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to play with him. He felt their dislike for hira and tried to
ameliorate this by attempting to buy their friendship with
gifts of his toys#
Melv In was the only child in a family where family
relations: tips were very difficult. His mother was a neurotic,
aggressive and dominating woman who was always in conflict with
his father because of his poor success in business, and because
he was strongly influenced by the paternal Grandmother • The
mother's complaints of Melvin 1 s peculiar personality filled a
definite need in her life. She identified iim with his father
whom she also thought of as having no ambition. Holvin exper-
ienced many conflicts in training. He was extremely indulged
by his father and by his n?andmother to whom he would turn for
sympathy when his mother disciplined him. He never learned to
-et pleasure from accomplishment other than that derived from
getting what he wanted from other people. His lack of interest
in school was due to the fact that he had no need for a feeling
of accomplishment, as he obtained all the attention he desired
from his fa-nily. This attitude was also the cause of his so-
cial maladjustment; other children would not play with him be-
cause he offered no challenge.
The aim of treatment was to reeducate the parents in
child management so as to enable them to use a firmer, more con-
sistent discipline with Melv in and to reward him only when he
legitimately deserved it. This plan held the expectation of
*
developing in the child a sense of responsibility, independence,
and a desire for accomplishment.
The clinic offered Kelvin the opportunity for Y.^.C.A,
member sh ip , but he refused to join. A 'though the clinic staff
wished to see the father to interpret the situation to him, he
was not receptive to the clinic* s services and was never seen.
The mother tried to follow the clinic 1 s recommendations, but
she was unable to carry them out as she had many personality
difficulties. Since the teacher made no further complaints
about Melvin ! 3 school adjustment, no attempt was made to work
in that setting. The mother brought the contact to an end
when she telephoned and said that she no longer would come to
the clinic as she thought the entire situation had improved.
The case was closed as "improved" on the basis of the mother's
rep ort
.
Case 8 (Robert M.)
Robert M, was a ten year- old boy of average intel-
lectual ability (I. Q. 100) who was in the third grade, which
was two trades below his intellectual ability. His teacher re-
ferred him to clinic because of a reading disability, poor con-
centration and day dreaming. Robert had repeated the second
grade and was repeating his present grade. He liked school
and had a good relationship with his classmates, but ho was be-
coming discoura-ed at his lack of academic progress.
••
At home, Robert had temper tant runs, was -*ood capric-
ious, and cried easily when he could ot have his own way.
He tired easily because he would play only with older hoys and
could not "ceep up with their activities. He had an intense
desire to he a "remilar hoy".
Rohert v/as the youngest in a family of five children,
lie ad always hud a prreat deal done for him by his mother and
the rest of the fanily. He was dependent upon his mother and
controlled her by his temper tantrums and food capricious-
ness. His older brot iers were all f*ood students and they
tried to correct his poor school work. As a result, he was
made too conscious of his disability and resented their inter-
ference. This over-concern by the family tended to increase
his discouragement and thus negatively influence his progress
in learning.
The aim of treatment was to furnish Robert with rem-
edial reading tutor-ing so that he mircht be better equipped to
meet the challenge of school work. At the same time, an at-
tempt was to be made to chan<^e the mother's attitude toward
the boy so that shemlTht n:ive him "nore freedom and opportunity
for growth of self- responsibility. It was also necessary that
Robert's successes be emphasized and a f^reat deal of praise be
rriven to ensure motivation and self-confidence.
During treatment the mother became more and more
able to release her protective hold on the boy. The school

followed the recommendations of. the clinic and took over the
responsibility, Which the clinic previously had, of furnish-
i : Hob :rt v:ith oxtra rea.ibi'* help. At the 0liniO*i BUgg6tt«*
ion, Robert joined the Y,M,C #A. and utilized it to his social
advanta ge. His school work improved and his mother felt that
he had matured a Treat deal. He was promoted to the fourth
Trade* In view of the progress made, the case was closed as
"improved"
•
Case 9. (Stanley 3«)
Stanley S. v/as an eleven year old boy with average
intellectual ability (I. Q. 99) who was in a Trade two years
below bis mental ability. He had repeated the first and third
-rades. His teacher referred him because of poor reading. Ho
had always done poor school work.
Stanley presented other problems of gambling, asso-
ciating with delinquent boys, pilfering and lying. Tie asso-
ciated with boys olie^ than himself and was easily led by
them so that lie was often left to do the "dirty work" of the
gang. At the time of referral, Stanley was on probation for
breaking and entering. The probation officer was willing to
work along vith the recommendations of the clinic*
He was the youngest in a family of three children.
The family had been very closely knit before the father had
been removed to a tubrculosls sanitarium throe years previous
•
to the referral. Since the father*! absence the children took
on many more household chores. Stanley was jealous of his old-
er brother and vied with him for their mother's affection. To
suoplement the family's income, the mother had worked outside
of the home for seven years. She was ve^y protective of Stan-
ley and would not admit that he was a problem in any way. Asicb
from his poor school work Stanley adjusted well at school. The
clinic psycholo-lst discov ered that his poor readin~, which in-
fluenced the quality of his othor work, was duo to the lack of
kno wled^e of phonics. The teacher v/as interested in the boy's
p-o~ress but she was a severe disciplinarian and watched him
closely.
The aim of treatment was to separate Stanley from the
bad influence of his older friends and to work with the mother
to better enable her to handle his delinquent tendencies by of-
fering him iore emotional security. A remedial reading pr»o-
pram was also planned to bring about a bettor school adjustment.
The mother came to clinic only because Stanley was on
probation and because she did not want to antagonize any author-
ities advising her about treatment. She was resistive to any
therapeutic treatment or advice from the psychiatrist because
she was afraid to admit to herself that Stanley was a o-poblem*
The probation officer helped the boy to better social adjust-
ment by interesting him in boys his owi age so that e loft
his old companions. The teacher cooperated with the clinic
•
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in following the instructions of the clinic's remedial reading
tutor as to the proper methods of tutoring Stanley. There was
a definite improvement in his school work. Stanley adjusted
better at home in the community and ^ot into no further diffi-
culties. The case was closed as "improved".
Case 10. (George)
George was an eight year old boy in the third grade,
with a mental age ( I.Q. 109) sufficient for third to fourth
rrade work, fie ^ad satisfactory academic achievement "but was
referred by the school because of temper tantrums and disobed-
ience •
George's other problems were overactivity, food cap-
riciousness and dependency upon his mother. When hit by other
children he would run -for his Mother's protection.
From the first throu<4i the second grades, George had
attended a progressive school where he had been accustomed to
doing what he wished when he wished. Both he and his mother
lissed the individual at tan tion the parents and pupils had
received in the former school and resented the present school
which was much more formal and w lie re the children had to con-
form to set rules. George was the youngest in a family of
four children. He had eczema from birth until two years of age
a rupture at 4 years, an appendectomy at 4 1/2 years and has
always had an aller^ which made him sneeze. His mother was
overprotective of all the children but especially so of George
BOSTON UNIVERSITY
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because of his illnesses. He was indulged and kept dependent
upon his mother. His tantrums wore condoned by her as on a
physical basis. The mother sided with the boy and resented
the school authority.
The treatment problem was to reeducate the mother
in child management so that George might achieve more independ-
ence and a sense of responsibility; to obtain radical treatment
for George 1 s allergy; to interpret to the school the reason for
the family* s resentment so that the teacher might be more un-
derstanding of the boy's needs for motivation and a firmer at-
titude from her so that he mi^it be helped to a deeper sense of
responsibility
.
The mother was not open to surest ions from the clin-
ic as to changing her attitude towards George. She brought him
to a hospital for medical examination but lid not follow the
medical recommendations for treatment. The worker interpreted
the total situation to the school which was open to suggestions,
The school supervisor encouraged George to visit her* each com-
ing when they both discussed a list he "kept of his -ood and bad
deeds . Some improvement had been made in the attitudes of
George and his mother toward the school. His behavior at school
improved. The case was closed as "imoroved".
Case 11. (Hazel)
Hazel, an ei.^it year old -irl of low average intellect
tual ability (I.Q. 90) was in the second ^rade having repeated
-
the first grade, Although she was capable of doing second
prade work, since that 'rrade was one year below her mental a^e
ability, she was referred to clinic by the social service de-
partment of a hospital because of poor school work, nervous-
ness and irritaMlit?/,
Her other problems were food caorlciousness, enure-
sis ^ disobedience und poor social adjustment. She was very
bossy toward other children. She was sensitive ahout criti-
cism from home and school.
Hazel was the elder of two children. Since her in-
fancy she had had a long history of glandular and respiratory
disturbances, "hen she was six years old the birth of her
sibling decreased the amount of attention she had received be-
cause of Illnesses and this -avo her insecurity. There was
great financial instability at home. Hor father was on WPA
and er mother washed clothes outside of the h^me to supplement
the family *s income. Her mother was in conflict over* this be-
cause she could not devote as much attention to the children
as she would have wished. Her father drank and was abusive
and r agged Helen to do well at school and be ~ood at home.
The unhappy parental relationship and their frequent emotional
outbursts, increased her sense of insecurity in her total en-
vironment. A slight hearing defect was another cause of hor
poor sell oo 1 work.
The aim of treatment was to help the mother to reaBee

how home conditions influenced the child's maladjustment so
that the mother might give her more security; to interpret
to the teacher the girl's need for security and approval; to
establish Helen in organized group activities so that she
might develop confidence and win approval through satisfactory
social relationships,
Airing the clinic contact, the mother started divorce
proceedings. The clinic cooper ted with a family welfare
agency which established the mother and the children in a new
home. Hazel attended a different school. The mother was will-
in?? to help Hazel and gained a great deal of insidit into her
problems and those o f the child through talking with the osy-
chiatrist and the worker at clinic. Although Hazel's teacher,
at the time of referral, was indifferent to thechild's prob-
lems, the new teacher was very under star;ding and made a good
use of the workers interpretation of the child 1 s needs,
hazel was promoted and made a satisfact or- adjustment to her
new school. The food capriciousness and enuresis ceased,
She became reconciled to the family's situation and was happier
at home. She adjusted well at a summer camp to w ich the clin-
ic had referred her. The case was closed aa "improved".
Cas? 12. (Carl)
Carl v/as an eight year old boy of averan-e intel-
lectual ability (I. Q. 97), who was in the second grade « He
54
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was referred "by the school because of poor academic and social
adjust "ent. In none of his school work was he doing as well
as he should for his cental age. He was very effoninate, did
not enter into "boyish" games with the other children, who
lau tied at him and called him silly, and constantly demanded
the teacher's attention.
At home, Carl v:as food capricious, dlspla;rod temper
tantrums, had fears, and lied. He v/as cowardly in his play-
relationships and would walk away fo" fear of being harmed, if
there was a quarrel. He teased other children and when they
ret.J.iated he ran home for the protection of his mother, who
fought his battles for him.
Carl was the only child of *n5.ddle aged parents. He
was horn eighteen years after their marriage. The family life
centered around him. He received inconsistent and poor train-
ing as trie re was a great deal of conflict in the home regard-
in 1; his training. He had no responsibilities as everything was
done for him. The amount of attention he received at home,
accounted for his complete failure to adjust to school, and als<
for his constant bids for the teacher's attention. His effem-
inate mannerisms, which were also a result of his being bab'ed
at home, made him unpopular with his classmates. I Te was sen-
sitive to this and compensatedhbr it by wanting the teacher's
attention. The teacher disliked him and thought him reouls-
ive.

The treatment aimed at mfttelng the parents realize
the importance of calm, unemotional discipline, and of increas-
ing his sense o^ responsibility, so that he might develop self-
confidence and be able to stand alone. It also aimed to help
the teacher to change her attitude toward the boy by interpret-
ing the reasons for his behavior.
During the clinic contact, the teacher did change her
attitude tremendously, and nave Carl the opoortunlty to gain
attention in more desirable ways. She sent him on errands and
praised his good work. The oarents accepted the su^estion
fchfrt he be given nore responsibility, and he was allowed to
travel to clinic alone. He was proud of his new state of in-
dependence. Carl was promoted and made a better all-around ad-
justment. The clinic could have helped still further but the
pare" ts felt that : >e was sufficiently improved. The case was
closed improved.
Case 13 . ( Tacqueline)
Jacqueline was an obese eleven year old p-irl with
average intellectual ability (I. Q. 102) who was in the sixth
grade, which was a grade on a par with her mental age. She
was referred by the school because she had made a poor social
adjustment in the classroom. She felt discriminated, against in
school and would return home in tears. She did not have a
sound scholastic background but made a vo-y adequate academic

a .'; :o vt
«
Jaequolino was a childish, .i/lf-centered, hypersen-
sitive pre -adolescent '.'ho was very self- conscious about her
-sity. S'to depended upon her "Other far sympathy*
Slie was the second of three chiliren* Tho youni^er
brother was a spoiled child, Her sixteen oar old sifter re-
ceived loioii atte ticn hifcause she once uid -
'
!
nu"»\-;:3 break-
down" • Jacqueline Ml easy ?^oing and thus received less atton-
tion than her siblings* Her mother mu^ified all her problems
end ovcr-syrnpathhsed with her, She had Just Shan ;od schools
fod was goin?r through a transitional adjustment s ;:ar^e in a new
school and social ?roup. She found this difficult because of
nor supersensitivity and self-consciousness • ~\ . other into-i-
slfiod the problem by being; over-sympathetic. Jacqueline* s
complaints v;ere attention»frettIri~ devices.
The aim of treatment was to ^ive both tho mother and
child direct therapy and to urge the mother to place less om-
hacio u^on Jacqueline's complaints* It was also folt that the
teacher could help in easing t ie school situation.
The lothur v/as receptive to tho clinic ! r> interpreta-
tion and changed her attitude towards t e chil l. Zirou ?n the
Interaction of school and clinic, Jacqueline iade a happier ad-
justment. The teacher saw the need of Jacqueline to be thought
of as ono of the group and indirectly influencod the other
children to include her in all activities. The toacher played

up the girl's good points and gave her a feelin - of recognition,
Jacqueline was happy in school, ceased making complaints and
even did better school v.'ork. The case was closed as "improved",
Case 14. (Adelbert)
Adelbert was an eleven year old b-^y of low average
intellectual ability (I. Q. 91) who v/as in the sixth .Trade,
which was a correct placement for his mental ability. He was
referred to clinic by his mother because of poor school work.
He made no effort in school and his spelling, arithmetic, and
geography were poor. His conduct and effort had alwa7/-s been
unsatisfactory. He v/as sometimes saucy and defiant toward
hii teachers. He was .restless and inattentive but feared fail-
ure and ridicule.
' He presented other problems of petty pilfering at
home, lyin g( twitching and involuntary bodily lovemonts, and
poor social adjustment. He was always oicked on and chased by
other children and v/as unable to defend himself because he was
frailer than they.
Adelbert was overdependent upon his mother. He was
the older of two children. Until two years previous to the re-
ferral, ''o had a succession of illnesses Including a facial
infection ut birth, cholera infantum, otitis media, streo
throat, pertussis and mumps. His constant illness caused the
family much solicitude, v.orry and financial strain. The moth-
er's relation "ith her family was broken because of her
•
disapproved marriage , She was disinherited and this caused
her financial deprivation. Since Adelbert was &« .first child,
she identified him with the disaster in her life and both she
and the father showered all their love and attention upon the
younger child who had always been well and happy. Adelhert f s
behavior, and neurotic symptoms, and his failure to ad .-just in
school were protests against the family attitudes and bids for
at to- felon* & compensation for her attitudes, the mother was
over-protective of him and critical of the teachers at school.
The clinic found that the boy had a severe reaiin^ difficulty,
which was partly responsible for his poor school v;or«k and lack
of effort.
Treatment aimed at helpin^ the mother to a better at-
titude toward Adelbert so that he would feel as valued as his
brother, and to a more consistent discipline which accompanied
with a new emotional security which he would derive from the
mother's changed attitude, would create in him a ore independ-
ent spirit.
Throu#i clinic interviews, the mother gained insight
into the effects of her attitude on Adelbert, and there was a
growth of companionship between mother and son. The worker
consulted with the teacher who followed the reco^i endations as
to reading help and kept patience with Adelbert f s behavior,
during treatment* He soon became interested in his work and
tried hard to earn a promotion but he was so far behind that he
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had to repeat the <?rade. However, he attended a different
school and adjusted well. He -ained confidence from the fact
that v»e was repeating the grade, because by virtue of having
had the work before, he was able to be at the head of the class.
The case was closed as "improved".
Case 15. (Virginia)
Virginia was an ei?ht year old girl of average in-
tellectual ability (I, 101) who V as in the third <rrade on
trial. She bad been referred by a private physician because
of poor school work, nervousness, and pilfering. She had done
poor work all through school and did not pay attention to her
work. She had difficulty in reading "or which the clinic could
not blame any special disability, Virginia felt discouraged
about her poor reading kowledge.
She had other problems of food capriciousness, per-
sistent enuresis, occasional soilin?, nail biting* disobedience,
defiance, soells of temper, and lyiri?. Other children did not
like Virginia because she was so aggressive in her play. Her
only playmate was a child three ;/ears younger whom she liked to
boss,
Virginia lived with her mother, stepfather and baby
stcp-sistor, of whom she was very jealous. Her parents were
divorced when die was one year old, and her mother married her
stepfather two -oars previous to the referral. The -other and
stepfather were happy together but ->e was too severe with

Virginia and overcritical of ^er behavior because ha did not
know what his place as a stepfather should be in child manage-
ment • Virginia wanted to be friendly with him but he repulsed
her. He compared lier unfavorably with her baby sister. She
retaliated against the discipline of her parents, particularly
that of her step-father, by these many neurotic symptoms of re-
sistance and agression
.
The home conditions v:ere crowded and
Virginia slept in the livinr room where her sleep was contin-
ually disturbed. The clinic later discovered that she ^ad de-
fective vision which was an important factor in her reading dif-
ficulty. Her teacher was an elderly and unsympathetic woman whe
was antagonistic toward the child.
The aim of treatment was to lessen the ohild t s fear
of criticism and her insecurity by the application of kindness
and encouragement. This would also better equip her for acad-
emic accompli shme ts. It was necessary th^t she also be helped
y psychotherapy. Since the teacher was not receptive to t r-e
clinics recommendations, no plan to work directly With the
school could be made. The clinic planned to carry out the aim
by reeducating the mother so as to help her to keep Virginia
away from the criticism of her stepfather and helping her to be
kind yet constructively helpful towards Virginia. It was felt
that the mother should allow the stepfather to have a voice in
80a aging Virginia as this might bring about a close** relation-
ship between them. An eye examination ahd t'ie provision of
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boring in remedial reading were felt to be necessary stoos
toward a better school adjustments
During troatviont , both parents were vory cooperative.
f] 6 stepfather received interpretation from the social worker,
also from the Tiother t by virtue of her increased u d rsta'>ding
gained f*om her clinic contacts. Ho ^odi^ied his severe troat-
jmnt of Virginia and t ere was a less tense, arid friendlier re-
lationship between the two* Virginia's vision was corrected
and she receive i remedial reading help* There was such an
i ,1 ;r» voment in her school vork thut she was orom tod* The fam-
ily moved to a new house which was larger than the previous one
ar.d one in which Virginia ad more room for her own activities,
She adjusted well to her now school and at home* The case was
closed as "improved"*
Case 16, (Haloh)
Ralph was a nine ./ear old hoy of avora~o intellectual
ahili'y (I.Q* 100) who was in the third -rade and was croing to
repeat it. He had repeated the second Trade, At the time of
referral, he should have been in the fourth -*rado* 7- e snhool
refo^red him beciftise of poor school work which was nartly in-
fluencod by a reading difficulty. He felt inferior to Ms
classmates boetaxso they did better vork than ho.
Ralph was asthmatic and lost one fourth of every
school year because of illness, le lad not learned to be
arrressive and to IS I the effort w^ich was ooesca^y for him
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to get along in all his relationships. He was very dependent
upon ' is mother.
Ralph as an only child, and one who had had a great
deal of sickness, received too much attention and protection.
He had been receiving medical treatments for asthma, but his
parents could no longer afford them. He had to walk a long
distance to school and this greatly fatigued him,
Treatment aimed at adjusting the environment with re-
gard to the hoy's health and school situation, so as to ^ive h£n
every opportunity to make a Tood adjustment. If his medical
needs uere taken care of, and his reading brought up to par by
tutoring, it was probable that e would gain self-confidence
and greater security. It was also necessary that the mother be
encouraged to give him lore freedom so that he would be more
independent
,
The family, the school, a family welfare agency, and
a private ohysiciai all worked together with the clinic to en-
sure Ralph a better adjustment. The school carried out the
clinic's recom cndations as to help with the reading difficulty,
and as to providing bus transportation to tVi e school. The phy-
sician provided free treatment and the family agency paid for
the -edication. The mother was sincere ir. her efforts to help
and she began to give the boy more freedom and responsibility*
ftalpfe'l health and educational problems iraorovod. His reading
improved and he was promoted after having reoeated the third
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.f*rade • He was happy and gained confidence* The case was
closed as "improved''
•
These sixteen cases which were closed as "improved"
represent a little more "than three-fifths of the total number
of cases in this study. The following five cases \:ere dis-
charged as "sliphtly improved"
•
(b) Sli htly Improved.
Case 1* ( Ethel)
Ethel was a nine year old Tirl of average intellectual
ability (I. Q. 97) who was in the fourth Trade, which was a
rrr&de commensurate with her mental ability. She was referred
by the school because of noov school work and her constant de-
mand for the teacher ! s attention. She would not v;ork unless
the teacher stood over hor. She bad been inattentive in school
throughout her school life.
At hone, Ethel was irresponsible, erratic, hyoeract-
Ive, food capricious, and displayed temper tantrums. She made
a very poor rocial adjustment as she was hateful and bossy with
other children. Because of this she was very unpopular with
children, and sen sinp; it, she would do anything to get them
to play with her.
From the ap;e of three to six and one-half years she
lived with her maternal grandmother because her parents had
separated. At the time of referral she had been living with
her parents a^ain, for three years, but all that time there had
•
been a serial s marital probl m between them. Tier raofcher was In
love with another 'nan and was so unhappy at home that she could
not concentrate on the children. Ethel was the elder of two
c ildren and jealous of her small brother whom both parents
favored. Discipline was inconsistent as the parents gave in to
preserve peace. The poor school and social adjustment was dir-
ectly due to her erratic, impulsive behavior and drive for at-
tention which in turn flowed from the chaotic family relation-
ships in which iithel was ai insecure and rejected c' ild.
The problem of treatment was to work with the mother
to free her to build confidence and security in the child, and
with the teacher to help in handling the behavior problem by
giving her the necessary understanding of the total situation*
The teacher f:ave Ethel individual attention and her
work improved. During the course of treatment the home was
broken up as the mother left and remarried. At the father^
request and through the cooperative assistance of a child plac-
ing aprency, Ethel was placed in a foster home. At first, be-
cause of this step, she felt utterly rejected and her problems
were intensified. However, in time, as a result of continued
clinic contacts and the cooperation of her foster mother, she
made a progressively better adjustment and seemed v.ors satis-
fied. The case was left in the hands of the child placing
agency. The clinic closed the case as "slightly improved".
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Case 2. (Robert IT.)
Robert II. was a nine year old "boy of average intel-
lectual ability 100) who was In the fourth grade, a grade
commensurate with his mental age. His school work was good,
but because of poor social adjustment, whereby he stole from
his teacher and classmates, and was unruly and quarrelsome, the
school referred him to the clinic.
Outside of school, Robert stole and lied, over-ate and
bit his nails. He teased and bossed hie playmates,
At the time of referral, he was living in a foster
home. The foster mother completely rejected him and was too
strict in her treatment of him. His own mother died \7hen he
was four years old and until the age of seven he lived with a
maternal aunt. Then, his father, who never had much affection
fcr him, placed him in the present home and very seldom vi3ited.
The father was always behind in oayment for Robert's financial
support and the foster mother complained about this in the
child's presence. All of Robert's problems were directly re-
lated to the emotional depr ivat ia. s of the foster home and to
the insecurity he felt because of the lack of interest shown
by his relatives. By lying and stealing he tried to keep the
attention of the foster parents.
Since his foster mother was so rejecting of the boy,
treatment was aimed at trying to induce the father to find a
better home situation for him: at wo^kinc? with the teacher who

was excellent and understanding of his needs; and at a direct
approach to the boy to direct his energy into better channels.
Because his father was not interested, the maternal
relatives were appealed to and were willing to undertake his
care, They anreed to live him as much security as possible,
not to allow him to hear discussions of money, ana to make the
placement seem permanent. They understood that this would fill
his need for a sense of security and belonging* By working with
the social worker, the teacher was able to make feel that
his process at school was of importance. As a result, Robert
showed improvement in school work, Tood manners, and a more
attractive oersonality , 'Robert's new home would be too far
away for clinic attendance and the clinic had no guarantee
that Robert* s maternal relatives would liV9 up to t leir prom-
ises. Also, his neglecting father still remained in the picture
as a threat to his security. The case was closed as "slightly
improved" •
Case 3. (Edmund)
Edmund, a ten year old boy with avera-o intellectual
ability (I.Q. 97), was in the fifth grade and had had satis-
factory school achievement until the present grade. The school
referred him because his -rades had been fluctuating between A»£
and D»s and because he had been caught in sex play with a group
of older boys.

gHe had nocturnal enuresis, was stubborn, and was
easily led into mischief by other children because he wanted
their approval,
Edmund was the oldest of seven children. He was con-
ceived before Ms parents' -narria-o. His father bad wanted
the other to have an ahortioh at his conceotion* The father
INMi disinterested in the hMi and the children and particular-
ly resented iidmund. His mother had a thyroid deficiency, dull
normal intell licence, and was possibly pro-osychotic. There
-l ctronflr 'arital discord hetwe n the oarents. iud;nund re-
ceived inconsistent discipline us the father's harsh treatment
was tempered by the ^other's Laxity, Edmund's >roblk. s were
cymptooatio of the lack of security in his environment • The
l:o osexual activity was due to his hoin.T a follower and his de-
sire to have the approval of the older hoys. His v.orlc fluctua-i
'ced because he day dreamed in class as an escaoo from Ms r»eal
j
world of i: security. Although his teacher v;as Interested in
him and wanted to help him, the principal was prejudiced a-
gainst him because of his past sexual activity
*
Intensive osy chotberaay for both the boy and his
parents was recommended fo^ the purpose of ohan^in? the fam-
ily's attitude toward him and enabling bim to derive security
out of his environment.
Althourfi many homo visits were ">ade by the worker,
and clinic appointments kept, the mother's owi emotional and
i
marital problems were so serious that she could -ot carry
through recommendations. The father 1 s interest could ot he
obtained. The principal wasfirm in his attitude and would not
cooperate with the clinic. However, Edmund was making more of
an effort in school. He had been encouraged to participate in
the activities of the YtflCA, and he benefited somewhat in his
social adjustment through that affiliation. At the close of
the case it was not known whether ho still presented a sex
problem, The case was closed as "slightly improved".
Case 4. (Wayne)
Wayne was an eleven year old boy with hic£i ave^a^e
Intellectual ability (I.Q. 107), *o was in the sixth ~rade,
which was the p-^oper ~rade for his mental a^o. He was re-
ferred by the school because of lack of application to school
work. He - ever liked school, was always a C pupil, and at the
time of referral his i ork was even poorer.
Aside from the school situation he presented other
problems of resentment of discipline, food capriclousness,
poor sleeping habits and poor social adjustment. He played
with boys threo or four years older than himself, who bullied
him. He was sensitive to their bullying and cried hut wanted
to fight back.
He was the oldest of three children in a family
where the you-rrest child received much nor' petting and atten-
tion than the other to. His ^othe-« wat hypoc ondriacal and
r
Wayne's attitude and lack of motivation was partly due to his
Mother's protectiveness. She placed the cause of everything
an a physical basis vrtiich may or may not have been realistic.
She had always trie! to f irri the easiest way out of difficul-
ties for herself and the children. She placed the entire
blame for Wayne's poor school adjustment upon the school. The
school situation was difficult in that the toacicv- v. up influ-
enced by gossip and held a biased attitude toward Wayne and hif
family, thinking them very slipshod and lazy. lie nay have beer
ahle to adjust better in a classroom where less was known
about his family. However, his lack of application was oartly
duo to his lack of motivation* He aiew that he would not be
criticized or censored at home. His mother offered no encour-
agement. In turn, his other problems were neaiis of controlling
his easy going parents at the same time as they were attention
getting devices. He was sensitive when with other children be-
cause he was ;ot used to aefending his own rights.
Treatment was aimed at influencing the other to
use ore consistent discipline and to make her realize how
her protective attitude toward the boy had helped to bring
about his problems.
However, his mother could not relinquish her pro-
tective attitude towards him and thus -/as resistant to the
clinic's interpretations and recommendations. Hevert; eless,
c''l v. as able t o shift the bl«WH for hit \->oor> If tf>l ad .Vis t MMlt
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from the school onto him, She saw his poor school adjust ^ent
as boim? caused by his failure to apply hira3elf. An attempt
ffas iude to explain to the school the necessity for proper
motivation, 'out the school was not receptive, '7ayne was oro-
aoiftd on trial, hut his attitude toward school did not change.
The case was closed as " slightly improved"
•
Case 5, (Marshall)
Mar^iall was an ei<iit year old boy ith low average
Intellectual ability (I.Q. 91), and in the third srade. Al-
though he was capable of doinp third grade work, the school
referred him because of ooor school v/ork, poor social adjust-
ment in the classroom and a facial tic. fie ^ad done well In
school up until the present Trade, in spite of poor background
in arithmetic and spelling. He displayed immature behavior
in the classroom und did rot mingle with the other c' ildren.
He was resertful of the teacher und complained that she made
him work too h^rd.
Outside of the school situation, Marshall was an im-
mature and dependant child, with no sense of responsibility.
He had many playmates of his a^e, but he was easily led by
them. He would not defend himself in a fi'iht with other chil-
dren, but would run home for his "-other's protection. He ->ad
occasional niiht terrors and a habit tic which took the form
of t- itchlnr of the nose. He complained of pains in his feet.

Marshall was an only child and had all the attention
of his parents. His mother overprotected him and sympathized
Ith him against the school. She thought fiat the teacher was
too harsh. He was shielded, protected, and" kept deoend n •
evert .eless, his mother wanted him to do well at school and
nagged him hecause of his poor work which was a result of his
poor "background knowledge. The teacher v/as too tense and ex-
acting and exnected too much of him in the school situation.
He reacted to frustration by complaining of pains in his feot.
The treatment oroblem ?;as to interpret to the mother
the necessity of a firmer attitude toward the boy so as to in-
crease his sense of resoon sihility and independence, and to
lessen the pressure in the school situation, both f^om the
mother and the teacher, so as to encourage self-confidence.
The mother could not accept suggestions as to child
training and releasing her hold on the hoy. Although it was
necessary for him to repeat the grade, the school complied with
the recommendations from the clinic, by agreeing to place him
with a different teacher the next year. In an attempt to help
him :;ain assurance in social relationships, the clinic obtained
a Y11CA scholarship for Marshall, hut his mother refused it out
of false pride. Daring the course of treatment, Marshall's
tics cleared up. He was not as resentful toward his teacher.
The mother, too, lost her resentmjit against the school and
accepted the idea of his havin- to repeat the grade. However,
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sho remained still overprotective of the boy. The case was
closed as "slightly improved".
These five c~ses which were closed as "tfllghtly
improved" represent one -fifth of the total number of cases in
the. study. The following four cases were dischap-ed as "unim-
proved" »
(c) Unimproved
Case 1. (Edward R.)
Edward R., a twelve year old hoy with low average
intellectual ability (I. Q. 92), in the fifth grade was re-
ferred by the school because of poor concentration, and quar-
relsomeness towards his classmates. Edward had repeated the
first end fourth rrrades because of illness.
His .other problems were ooor social adjustment, pug-
nacity, extreme sensitivity and irritability, and mood swings.
He showed Impulsive and umpremeditated behavior.
Edward was the second of six beys and the favorite
of both parents. The family v/as overprotective of him since
he was in an automobile accident tv/o years ~>revious to the
referral, in which he suffered a brain concussion. The par-
ents projected tbe entire cause of Edward's problems onto the
accident. They reminded him that he could 11 ot expect to do
the things other boys do. As a result Edward felt loss favoredj
than his brothers, and felt that all denials were punishments.
His fin^tin^, mean tr-icks and hyoeractivity were attention
^ottfrifl devices to assert his masculinity. Through the
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clinic f s instigation he was *ivem a neurological examination to
determine if hi 3 accident was the cause of his behavior. The
report was negative.
The treat^aant problem was to change the family 1 s and
the teacher* s attitude toward Edward so that he ml ht gain con-
fidence and secarity from recognition of 1 is capabilities.
The parents could not change their attitude toward
fatal They remained incompetent of handling him* Inward did
better work in school as long as the social worker kept close
contact with th© teacher and <$ave the necessary interpretation
of his needs. During the clinic contact he was o?'omoted to the
sixth ;Trade, which he later repeated. All the whilo, he con-
tinued his anti-social behavior in the school and neighborhood.
The principal continually found fault with him, and when he
threw a rock through the principal's window in retaliation, sho
had him arrested and he was sentenced to a training school.
Since hit parents could not discipline him, they agreed to his
cornrritiTDnt. Kdward wanted to po to "find peace". The case
was closed in favor of commitment ; condition "urii.ap^ovod"
.
Case 2. (Prank)
Frank was a ten year* old boy of low average intellect-
ual ability (I. Q. 91), who was in the fourth n?ade, having
repeated the third :rade. He had never liked school and he was
referred by the school because he was disinterested in school
work. All tbrou^i school he showed no interest, or would he

cooperate with his teachers. He always liked the teachers whom
the other children did not like and &J sliked those whom the
others liked,
Frank had always been unaffectionate, disagreeable,
destructive and moody. He was uneomiunicative and uncooperative
with his family. He was easily led and could be persuaded to
do anything that his playmates wanted him to do. He preferred
playing with older boys who inevitably bossed bin*
He was the fourth in a family of five children. He
was intensely Jealous of his younger brother. Although there
was a very close relationship between all the members of the
family, Prank was not oart of it. His parents looked upon him
as beino; different from the rest, both physically and temoera-
montally. He had been unwanted at the time of his birth, be-
cause at that time his mother was concerned with the care of
her sick mother. Most of his difficulty rested on the fact
that he was not accepted by his family and had no security in
family relationships. His siblings all had superior intelli-
gence and made excellent school adj istments. The family would
discuss this fact in his presence and he knew of their dissat-
isfaction. As he was always being discouraged and criticized,
he had no incentive to do well in school. As his siblings had
all attended the school he did,he projected his feel in -s about
them on to the school situation by liking tho teachers whom
' t^ey and the rest of the school disliked and vice versa. The

teacher had identified with the mother, who was displeased v/Ith
Frank's school achievement, as she also expected too much of
him.
The aim of treatment was to influence the mother and
the family to change their atti trade toward Frank so that! he
illicit gain security and a feelin^ of belon.-?in^. This would he
necessary to Five the hoy confidence in himself* It was felt
that a more direct adjustment to school work could be broudit
about by encourardng the school to tutor the boy in relation to
his interests.
The psychiatrist and the social worker interpreted
to the mother-, the effects of the family's attitude upon
Prank's behavior, but the mother was disturbed at this and
could not accept the interpretation. As a result, she never
returned to clinic. In the attempt to encourage Frank to par-
ticipate in activities In which he could suroass other chil-
dren and thus develop self-confidence, the worker *?ave him a
note of Introduction to the boy's worker at tie local YMCA.
The family never took ctdvant ge of this. The clinic staff held
numerous conferences with the teacher and orincipal to encour-
age them In ways of giving the cnild sufficient :Otivation.
rwover, the school refused to accept the clinic's interoreta-
tion, insisted that he was capable of greater effort without
such aids, and promoted him to the fifth grade • fh$ clinic
had heen totally unable to ?ain any cooperation in this case
c(
either from the family or the school • The case was closed as
"iri improved"
,
Case 5. ( Ciarles)
Charles was a nine year old hoy with hirh avera<?e
intellectual ability (I. Q. 108), in the fourth rrade. Al-
thou>#i he was capable of work fo-p that grade, he did poorly
and showed a lack of interest in school -ork. Ho was roferred
by the school. Charles load never shov.n interest in school,
nor constant interest in anything.
He was p orly adjusted socially at school and in the
neighborhood as he played with younger children and always do-
-landed the limelight. He was very self-conscious.
Since Charles began kindergarten at 4 1/2 years of
art), at 5 years of af»e, he entered the first Trade but repeat-
ed it because of immaturity, HI a best friend, at the time,
was promoted, when he had to repeat. The result was a feeling
of inferiority in the school situation, • -'ich was a direct
cause of hli poor social adjustment. Charles was the younger
of two children and was jealous of his brother who made more of
an effort to get what he wanted. Although the home was good
and there were no particular emotional situations discovered,
the mother tended to lay too much stress on Charles 1 laziness
and irresponsibility.
The treatment aim v/as to influence the mother to
obtain tutoring for the boy, so as to brinT his school
(
achievement up to his ability, and thus establish self confi-
daice. It was also felt that the mother should be eneourarred
to change her nagging attitude towards Charles, discontinue
her exaggerated emphasis upon his school achievement , and mo-
tivate him instead.
Hot/ever, the mother did not carry tit v fa -h the plan
for obtaining a tutor for Charles, nor did she a ange her at-
titude toward the boy. The school was interested ard did its
host to motivate Charles and interest him in his work, but his
interest remained variable. The case was closed as "unim-
proved" |
Case 4. ( Harvey
)
Harvey was a nine year old boy with intellectual abi
lity (I.Q. 102) sufficient to do work in a ^rado o his chron-
ological age level. However, e had repeated the second and
third grades and at the time of referral, was doing poor 'work
in a special class. He was referred for study aid treatment
by the social service of a children's hospital, because of dis
obedience and poor school work. He was troublesome and Inat-
tentive at school.
Aside from the school problem, he had been a discip-
linary problem since the age of four. He displaced bemoer tan
trume. e was sulky and disagreeable when he could not have
his way, Karvey was aggressive at home but submissive in his
play relationships. He ^ould not flcftt back if hit by other
A•
•
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children btkt would come crying to his mother in search of the
protection and security which she always ^avc him. He was the
oldest in a family of three children. As he was the fi^st
grandchild on both the maternal and paternal side, he was
spoiled "by everyone. If he was punished at home he sought
consolation from his rrrandparer t s. His parents had alwayt
been at variance in their methods of dealing with him. He
was .jealous of his :/-oun^er sister who made better school p~o^-
ross than he. His symptoms indicated an emotional immaturity
and instability that may be accounted for by the unwise and
inconsistent handlin- he received. The family had been known
to other social agencies as the mother had previously sought
help with child management, but she failed to profit by these
contacts. At the time of referral, Harvey was t ired of his
teacher, who was strict and prejudiced against him. She was
unsympathetic and tactless in dealing with him. She believed
that he was a moron. Harvey was misplaced in school and
should have been in a regular class. The clinic felt that he
Vai humiliated by beln^ in a special class.
The aim of treatment was to establish the Ohlid in
a grade suitable to his marital ability so that ha mi.-mht feel
on a par with other normal children, and at the same time
pally his abilities to meet the challenge of harder work. The
plan for treatment also involved influencin - the parents to
use a firmer and more consistent discipline in order to
•
8encourage In the boy a sense of self-responsibility •
Howeve", the treatment plan was not fuc cess fully
carried cut as the teacher, in spite of interpretation from
the clinic, would not change her viewpoint. Harvey remained
in the special class. The father's whole '--earted cooperation
could not be enlisted. The mother failed to keep many of the
clinic appointments and this may have been because s'iq v/as too
hurrassed by the family's financial situation and by the fath-
er's differences of opinion regarding the management of the
children. The mother failed to carry out the clinic's rec-
ommendations as to ways of encouraging in Harvey a feeling of
self-responsibility • The case was closed as 'unimproved".
These four cases which were discharged as "unim-
proved" represent a little less than one fifth of the total
number of cases in the study.
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CHAPTER VII
SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS
Summary
In those cases where the child came from a broken
home at one time or another in his life experience, or a home
in which there was severe marital difficulty, the child was
affected emotionally. This emotional influence was brought
about because the parents' feelings and behavior toward the
child grew out of the dissatisfactions of their marital rela-
tionships. On the basis of the psychiatrist's diagnosis and
that of the social workers, the cause of the vast majority of
the group's maladjustments lay in the emotional field, and
especially as the children were influenced by the parti mil ar
parent-child relationship. In making the study the investiga-
tor was able to determine what types of parent-child relation-
ships influenced the maladjustments, but because of the limita-
tions of the clinics' records and the fact that often not all
the records contained the same type of Information, probably
because it could not be obtained, all the factors which went
into the parent's attitudes toward these children could not
be determined. However, through studies made by other Investi-
gators, it has been shown that the psychological attitudes of
parents are a result of the history of their life experiences.
Thus, the factors In the biography of their childhood experi-
•
ences. Thus, the factors in the biography of their childhood
experiences are of importance in their present condition, A3
Louttit so aptly phrases this concept:
The earlier experiences of the parents may be evi-
denced by their own personality deteriorations, and
without doubt, these undesirable conditions will
leave their influences on the manner in which the
parents treat their children.^
Another commonly accepted concept is that more extreme kinds of
personality disorders in parents often result in similar be-
havior on the part of their children. However, in this study
the investigator found this to be so in only one case. But in
that case, the mother would not necessarily be described as
having a personality disorder. She was lazy and slipshod and
did not show much interest in anything. Her son assumed the
same characteristic attitude. The reasons for which the in-
vestigator found only one such case may be named. It is pos-
sible that the content of the case records studied was not
sufficient to afford such information, or that the number of
cases studied was not sufficient for this factor to make a
significant showing, or that other factors in the life experi-
ences of these children over-ruled the appearance of this
factor.
It is recognized by many workers in the vast field
of children's behavior that no problem stands isolated, and
7. C. Louttit - Clinical Psychology, p. 269.
•
that whenever a child presents one outstanding sympton, he also
has additional problems or symptoms of maladjustment. Since
this study shows that the chief cause of the group's problems
of referral was on the emotional level, it was inevitable that
it should also snow other maladjustments aside from the reasons
for referral. If a child is emotionally insecure his defenses
for meeting any life situations, aside from the school situa-
tion, are naturally lower than those of the emotionally secure
child. The following table will show the types and distribu-
tion of "Other Problems" aside from the chief problem.
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TABLE VIII.
DISTRIBUTION OP OTHiiiR PROBLEMS AKONG TWENTY-FIVE CASES STUDIED
DIVISION OF MENTAL HYGIENE, CHILD GUIDANCE CLINICS
Type of Problem Number
Timidity with other children 15
Aggressiveness with other children 5
Lying 8
Stealing o
Enuresis 4
Soiling 2
Disciplinary 4
Nail Biting 2
Hyperactive 3
Sexual episodes 2
Food Capriciousness 9
Sensitiveness to reprimends 5
Mood swings 5
Temper tantrums 7
Fears 1
Tics 2
Hypersensitivity 1
Total 66
This table reveals the variety and frequency of ac-
companying problems that the group presents. Among twenty
five children there were seventy six occurrences of other prob-
lems. It is apparent that each child presented more than one
of these problems and we may safely conclude that these chil-
dren are maladjusted, not only in school but in their total
environment. These conduct and habit disorders are symbols of
the child's emotional state and mental conflicts which originate
out of his life's experiences. Dr. Thorn says:

...back of undesirable conduct on the part of a
child are crippling emotional attitudes In connec-^
tion with important relationships of life; and it is
these rather than the conduct disorder in itself
which are of basic importance for the development of
the child*s personality. 3
It is interesting to note that of all the problems
presented in Table VIII, that of poor social adjustment, in-
cluding both timidity or over-aggressi veness in social rela-
tionships, occurred more frequently than did the other prob-
lems. This maladjustment is a reflection of the child's per-
sonality development and this in turn is dependent upon the
parent child relationship. Twelve of the fifteen children who
were shy in their play relationships and could not make friends
were dependent upon their mothers, who were over-indulgent,
over-cautious, and over protective of them, because of his
suffocating tie to his mother, the dependent child lacks the
habits necessary to meet and cooperate with children of his
own age level. Because lie was never taught to think and act
for himself, at home, he is afraid to stand alone and rely
upon his own capabilities outside of the home. He feels in-
adequate because his capabilities have never been allowed to
develop. The remaining three children were eas'ly led by
their playmates and would do anything asked of them because
th*7 wanted and needed the approval of their playmates. These
0. Douglas A. Thorn, Chi Id fcgyaagemen t , United ..tates
Department of Labor, Children's Jureau Publication, No* 143,
'.Vashington, D. C.:1937, P. 2.

three children were all insecure in their family relationships
and sought approval and recognition outside of the home.
Of the five children who were so aggressive in their
relationships with ether children that they were disliked, four
were rejected by either one parent or both and were subjected
to the influences of a broken home at some point in their life.;
In two of the four cases, there was severe marital difficulty
between the parents. The fifth child was ruled by an over-
protective and over-cautious foster mother. Thi3 child was
also confused about her family relationships. Aggressive and
hostile behavior is significant of a lack of emotional security
in the family, and is a means which the child has adopted for
self-protection. These children were afraid of getting hurt
in their social relationships, as they had been in their family
relationships, and thus were on the offensive. At the same time,;
they were ridding themselves of the anger which they felt be-
cause of their rejection, and which they could not express as
openly within the family group. Accepting the foregoing as a
description of the background of the children's total maladjus t>!
ment it will be further enlightening to see just what part of
the whole pictirre, the school situation played as a force by
itself.
A . The School situation as a factor .
Although all the children had the mental ability
equivalent of their chronological age, to do the work of the
r
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grade cogensurate with their age level, at the time of refer-
ral, seventeen had correct grade placements while eight were
in one or two grades below their mental ability. These eight
children had repeated grades because of poor school work. How-
ever, of the seventeen children correctly placed, many had
done poor school work in the past and had continued to do so
up until the time of referral.
Looking for the area in which the problems of poor
school adjustment arose, it was found that in only one of the
twenty five case3 was the cause directly related to the school
situation. That was the case of Stanley S., who was in a
grade two years below his mental age. He had repeated two
grades because of poor read'ng. Ills poor school work was
directly related to his lack of knowledge in phonics. However,
he presented other problems of delinquent tendencies outside
of the school situation which were influenced by his family
and neighborhood relationships, seven cases showed that the
inception of the school maladjustment was in the home and that
the children's ability to adjust outside of the home had been
disturbed by the factors in their relationship to their par-
ents. Jut In these seven cases, dither the teacher or some-
thing in the school situation aggravated the children's in-
capacity to adjust and intensified their problems, so that the
school served as a contributing cause of the problem at re-
ferral. For example, with reference to the case summaries,
Harvey had always done poor school work and was poor in conduct

because he had been over-indulged and spoiled at home and did
not know what it meant to make an effort to comply with rules
of work or of human relationships. Although he was capable
of gcod work, the school had made the boy repeat two grades,
so that by the time of referral his original reason for fail-
ure to adjust was intensified by the fact that his teacher
thought him a moron. If good work was not expected of him
and his teacher did not understand him, why should he try?
The case of Frank may be used as another example of this. He
could not adjust to the school situation because he was the
"blacksiieep" of the family. He was rejected and compared un-
favorably with his siblings who were brighter than he. His
mother continually nagged him nnd expected too much of him in
the wa^r of achievement. The teacher added to the discourage-
ment and criticism which he received at home by identifying
with his mother and being continually displeased with his
efforts
•
Three children had reading defects which was the
cause of their being in grades be lev;, their intellectural
ability. The reading defects al3 influenced the quality of
their other work. ilOY/ever, in each of these three cases, the
respective families were too concerned about the difficulty,
over-enphasized it and in this way so discouraged the chil-
dren that their progress in school was hindered by their
emotional state. The mother of one of these children was

so overprotec tive of him and he was do dependent upon her,
that he did not possess the personality resources to make a
good school adjustment.
The school naiad jus 1 icnts of two children were
strongly influenced by health dofects, but were aggravated
by the school situation. In one cose, the child's poor read-
ing and subsequently her poor school work were influenced by
faulty vision. She felt neglected at hone, and was con-
stantly being criticized by her stepfather for her poor read-
ing, among numerous other things. Her teacher was antagonis-
tic and not understanding. The other child was asthmatic and
had to repeat a grade because of illness, lie had a reading
difficulty which was mostly caused by the fact that he had
missed so much school. lie was discouraged at his lack of
progress and his mother intensified this discouragement by
her overprotec tive attitude. Although the distance between
the school and the house was too great for the boy to walk,
in view of his poor health and to do so unduly fatigued him,
the school had done nothing about providing him with transpor-
tation which was certainly available.
At this point, it must be apparent to the reader
that the teacher's lack of understanding of the child's mal-
adjustment, and her subsequent mishandling of the problem by
developing the wrong attitude toward the child or by misplac-
ing him in a grade, may only intensify the situation and lead
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to inore serious difficulties. John J. B. Morgan has given
thifl point due study and consideration and states that,
If ignorant of the presence of mental conflict, the
teacher helps the child to forget his trouble, to
repress rather than to fight it, 3he is doing the
child untold injury and paving the way for future
trouble .9
In these cases where the school situation was a contributing
factor to the children's maladjustment, it was so because the
teachers, in the attempt to get rid of the presenting problem,
treated the symptoms rather than the real causes.
In the remaining twelve cases, the chief cause of
the problems at referral, was found to be in the family rela-
tionships, or in the interaction of the child with his particu
lar family setting. In the group of thirteen cases just des-
cribed, it was found upon analysis of the clinical diagnoses
that in only one case was the problem directly related to the
school situation, but that the great majority were influenced
by home and school factors. So, taking the entire group of
twent,, five children as a whole, It Is evident that in every
case but one, the children's school maladjustments were more
or less influenced by factors in the home environment. This
is understandable when we consider, as Howard \V. Kudd does,
in reference to the average child that,
9. John J. B, Morgan, The Psychology of the Unadjusted
School Child , P. 51,
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....he is In school scarcely twelve per cent of the
time, that during the eight years of his elementary
education only one eighth of his time, or a period
equal to one year, Is spent in school, rmd. that the
greater part, equal to seven years, is spent in the
home, the neighborhood, or elsewhere, under influ-
ences that are either strengthening or undermining
the work of his teachers. *®
The iame author bears with the above findings of this thesis
.„.. while the school occupies the strategic point
in education and should provide a wealth of whole-
come organized experiences, nevertheless It is but
one of the many forces which influence the child's
life and create the attitudes toward self and others
which determine so largely nis achievement and be-
ha^,rior. 1
It has been shown that .the school situation was only
a contributing factor and as such appeared in only half the
cases studied, whereas the home situation as a cause of the
maladjustments under study, appeared in all but one of the
cases. As it has already been stated in the beginning of this
summary that the chief contributing cause of ti:e group* s prob-
lems rested in the emotional content of the home life, it is
now fitting to examine that specific area more carefully.
B, P a rent -Chi 1 d he- 1 ati or.shipa
Over - a1 1en 11 or.
In nine of the cases studied, the child was shielded
and kept dependent upon the mother for every want and obstacle
when he also says that,
» 10. Ilary B. Sayles and Howard W. Nudd 9 The Problem
Child in School, P. 255,
11. Ibid • 3 P. 255.

which he net. Thus, he was not able to think for himself or
act for himself in any of his life experiences, of which the
school situation, which includes adjustment to work, authority,
and social relationships, plays a major role. It is natural
that a child should receive assistance in tasks which arc im-
possible or too difficult for htm to perform, but if the
parents continually help the child, even when he is capable
of accomplishing the specific task, his future development and
adjustment to subsequent situations is imperiled. These nine
dependent children gave proof of their dependency and subse-
quent failure to adequately meet the demands of the school
situation by the evidence of their particular maladjustments.
Thus, amongst them their problems took the form of poor school
work, poor concentration, undue demand of the teachers ' atten-
tion, immature behavior in the classroom, withdrawn behavior
from the group, and in one case, temper tantrums and disobedi-
ence. The cause and effect of dependency in the parent-child
relationship, manifested in these school problems as shown by
this study, is commonly recognized by many psychiatrists and
other authorities concerned with children's problems.
J. C. Flugel says:
If assistance is given indiscriminately the child
may acquire the habit of relying upon the help of
others whenever any difficulty arises, and this
habit may prpsist throughout life, rendering the
individual a relatively useless and helpless member
of society, incapable of any prolonged or intensive
effort.
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This, of course, is ©specially liable to be the
case in those children, for example, in most of
those technically described as "mentally dsflclsnt 11
and in many of those technically described as
"backward", who do not readily acquire interest in
the details of a process leading to a desired end,
apart from the end itself (i.d, in whom work does
not become pleasurable for its own sake), or in
those in whom there is no strong self feeling as 20-
elated with the idea of successful achievement.
The granting of an undue amount of assistance will,
however, in its turn, tend to retard or prevent the
formation of these desirable mental characteristics.
B, W. Hattwick and K« Stowell, in a study of the work habits
and social adjustments of specific group of elementary
school children, found that?
There was a slight tendency for children who were
babied to develop more social difficulties and poor-
er work habits through the years,
^
3
Through their study the above authors also bear out the effects
of dependency upon the child's school adjustment as v/cre found
in this thesis, where they say that,
The tendency for "babied" children to develop poor
work habits through the years seems to be the point
of a vicious circle; the parents are over-attentixTe -
the child gets along poorly at school - the parent,
conscious of this poor school achievement, becomes
even more attentive - and so on and on,-^
Rejection
It was found that the other most frequent chief
12, J # C. Flugel, The Psycho-Analytic Study of the
Family, P. 43,
13, B, V, iiattwick anc iitowell, "The Relation of
Parental Over-Attentiveness to Children's Work Habits and
Social Adjustments in Kindergarten and the First Six Grades of
school." Journal of Educational Research , 30:175, Nov, 1936.
14, Ibid", P. 176.
4»
%
determining factor in the groups school maladjustment, was
rejection of the child by one or both parents. As a child's
school adjustment can be influenced by smothering attention
from over-attentive parents, so it can be influenced by parents
who do not take interest in the child and his thoughts and
deeds, by parents who openly express their hostility and ag-
gression toward the child through harshness and severity, and
by parents who cannot accept the child for himself, but are
dissatisfied with him and criticize him because he can not
attain the too high s tandards which they have set up for him.
He is frequently unfavorably compared with a brother or sister
who is more favored. It is these types of parent-child rela-
tionships wbich make for emotional insecurity on the part of
the child. He feels neglected, unwanted and unloved, and his
symptomatic behavior represents an attempt to command his
parents' attention. Since the rejected child is always seek-
ing love and attention which has been denied him, he may demand
it of his teachers by the only i^eans he knows of getting atten-
tion. Thus, he may present annoying behavior in the classroom
and he may lie and steal from his teacher and classmates. He
often does poor school work because he receives no recognition
for his efforts, and because no matter what he does, he is
always criticized. He is aggressive towards his classmates,
most often as a defense mechanism, to hide his feelings of
inadequacy. Seven cases in this study were found to have
these patterns of rejection as the chief cause of the school
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naiad Jus tnen t
,
hich the latter assumed) the type of behavior
characteristics just described.
In summarizing, tie findings of many authorities on
children's behavior as a result of parental attitudes, Percival
Symonds in his book, "The Psychology of Parent- Chi Id Relation-
ships," stated:
Over-Protection
In three families the mother was at the same time
over-protective of the child, in that she restricted his activi
ties and kept him dependent, and over-indulgent. In all three
of these cases, there was an element of rejection of the child.
These parents seemed tc indulge the child and cater to him to
compensate for their feelings of rejection towards him. One
case which typified this group was that of the mother who com-
pared the child unfavorably with his brothers and sisters, fcut
at the same time, kept him dependent upon her for the fulfill-
ment of all his needs. It was also significant to find that
Instead of presenting school maladjustments similar to those
of the dependent child, who received too much a ttention, two
If either or both parents reject a child, that child
is likely to be characterized as aggressive, rebel-
lious, hostile, jealous, attention-getting, hyper-
active, annoying in school. - - The rejected child
tends to show the patterns known a3 emotional in-
stability. In general the rejects,! child shows
defense mechanisms . 1*
»
Relationshi
i
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of these over-protected children presented symptoms similar to
those of the rejecte child. Thus, they had poor concentration
poor effort and conduct, did poor school work, were def 'ant to
the teacher and aggressive towards their classmates. The other
child had poor concentration, demanded a great deal of the
teacher T s attention and was easily confused in the school
setting with regard to following directions and adjusting with
his classmates. Ho definite conclusions can be made from this
study as to the effects cf parental over-pro tec tiveness on the
school adjustment of children, in view cf the very small number
of ca303 in which ovcr-protectiveness occurred. However,
Percival tt« k;;ymonds has stated:
When maternal over-protection is primarily indulgent
in character, aggressive traits result - "authori ty-
re jection", commanding, bullying and limelight be-
havior. This latter is so much like the pattern
which one expects to follow from parental rejection
that one wonders whether indulgent maternal overs-
protection is not actually disguised rejection. 16
In the five remain 'ng families of the twrnty four,
(it should be recalled that cne case was not included in the
study of the parent-child relationships as affecting the school
maladjustments, because in that caso poor reading had been
diagnosed as the cause cf the child^ failure to adjust), the
parents seemed to be neither over-indulgont, over-protec tive
nor rejecting. Thus, this group was elusive ox categorization.
The parent-child relationship took different forms such, as:
16. Ibid., p. 46.
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1. "otier over-sympr thized with the complaints of
her hypersensitive daughter, yot she was not over-attentive,
2. I'other lay too much stress upon the child's school
ac" icverxnt, yet she was not known to be rejecting of him.
3. Mother was over-ruled by the grandparents, who
spoiled the child and upset all her plans for discipline and
training. This child was subjected to inconsistent discipline.
4. This child was also subjecte;; to inconsistent
discipline, but it was because the father was very harsh and
the mother acted as mediator between him and the children.
5. Father was too strict a disciplinarian and the
child co ild not live up to the standards set up for him.
Of the problems which this group of five children
presented, three were in the area of poor school work, accom-
panied by day dreaming and inattentiveness . The fourth child
tended towards mood swings and a feeling that ho was always
Misunderstood. The fifth child felt discriminated against in
•
the classroom. These symptoms were directly traced tc the
children's treatment by the parents. Ko definite general con-
clusions could be drawn from a study of this particular group,
except that again is seen the tendency for the parent-child
relationship to influence the school adjustment. It may also
imply, in view of the different types of school maladjustments
shown by this group, some of which may be typical of the depen-
dent and rejected child, that there can be no guarantee for the

certainty of a specific type of parent-child relationship to
produce a specific type cf maladjustment in the child. Differ
ent children having essentially the same personality reaction
to their individual family situations rnay exhibit ver:r differ-
ent behavior. Two children nay have the same basic inferiority
feelings, yet one will be shy, timid, and withdrawn, while the
other may be disobedient, defiant, and aggressi ve
.
Just as the parent-child relationship so strongly
influences the emotional life of the child and all his life
ad justiaents , as this study has shown his school adjustment to
be so influenced, 30 the ordinal position of the child in his
family croup will affect his emotional life and hence, his
school adjustment. The following analysis serves tc show the
means by which their ordinal position in the family has affect
ed the problems of the children in this study.
G . The child's ordinal position in the family .
There were eight children who were the oldest in
their families, six who were the youngest, four who were in
the middle of their family group (they will be referred to as
"middle fT children), four only children, one child who was the
second of six children and one who was the fourth of five
children.
Further study showed that of the nine children
previously referred to as dependent and "babied", three were
"only" children, four were "youngest" children, one was an

"oldest" child, and one was the second of six children. Of
this whole group, only the last mentioned child manifested any
jealousy toward his siblings. Although he actually was the
nest favored child in the family, he felt the least favored
because since he had been hurt In an automobile accident, his
parents would not permit him the activities that his brothers
were permitted. The group of youngest children may be con-
sidered as only children because there was in each case a wide
span in ace between them and their next older siblings. They,
as well as the "only" children were "babied" by their families.
The one child who was the oldest in his family, was dependent
upon his mother and babied by her, as she was protective of him
and the rest of the family*
Of the seven children defined as rejected, one was
an "only" child, one was the "middle" child in a foster home,
of which the emotional content of the sibling relationship was
unknown, and one child, the second of five children, was always
compared unfavorably with his brothers and sisters. Four, or
the larger proportion of the number of rejected children, were
"oldest" children and in each case, the child was jealous of
his younger siblings, as the parents manifested outward favorit-
ism toward the latter.
Of the three children who were ever-protected, one
was a "middle" child, one was a "youngest" child, and one was
an "oldest" child. Each of these children experienced jealousy
of their siblings. Two were subjected to unfavorable compari-
I*
IOC
sons with their siblings. One child looked upon the pres-
ence of her half-sister in the sane foster home as a threat
to her own security.
Of the five children who were neither "babied",
over-protected nor rejected, but were nevertheless subjected
to uiwholesome parental attitudes, two were "middle" children,
two were "oldest" children and one was a "youngest" child.
All these children, excluding one of the "middle" children,
were jealous of one of their siblings and felt less favored
by their parents. The regaining "middle" child had a good
relationship with his siblings, and in fact, received more
attention than they did from the parents.
From this description of the types of ordinal
position distributed among the study group, and the relation-
ship of this factor to the emotional content of the group*
s
family life, it has been shown that more than half of the
total number of children were either the oldest or the
youngest in their families. Another point discovered was
that the dependent child was usually the youngest or the
only child in the family, and as such was the center of the
family's attention, In either case, for obvious reasons,
there was no opportunity for sibling rivalry. It is possible
that the ordinal position in the family of these "dependent"
children might have influenced the over-solicitous atti-
tude of the parents toward them and, in turn, the poor school

1adjustment. These parents all wished to keep their children
as "babies". Also significant is the fact that the majority
of the rejected children were "oldest" children and that each
rejected child, regardless of the ordinal position he held in
the family, was jealous of his siblings and less favored by the
parents than the siblings. It is possible that the additional
factor of sibling rivalry added to the general emotional de-
privation and Insecurity of these rejected children and, as
such, was partly responsible for their poor school adjustments.
One reason for the sibling rivalry is that the arrival of the
younger siblings took away the attention to which these
"oldest" children had been accustomed as the first children.
Of the two remaining categories of parent-child relationships,
no definite conclusions could be drawn as to the influence of
the ordinal position in the family on those types of relation-
ships, because of the small number of cases in those two
groups, and because of the scatter shown amongst the different
ordinal positions. The most important point to be made with
reference to this entire discussion of the child's place in
the family group, is that in all the categories set down, ex-
cluding "only" and "youngest" dependent children, there are
definite prevalent manifestations of sibling rivalty and
feelings of being less favored than their siblings. This is
part of the entire emotional maladjustment of the group and
subsequently of the school maladjustment. However, the reasons
for this additional emotional strain arise from the reactions
r
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of the individual child to his total situation. The data for
the reasons for the display of such favoritism on the part of
the parents lie in their own life experiences and were not
available to this study.
How that the study has exhausted the analysis of the
roots of the study group's maladjustments, it is appropriate
to proceed to an analysis of the factors which influenced the
outcome of treatment,
D, Factors Influencing the outcome of treatment .
It has been shown in the previous chapter that six-
teen cases were closed as "improved," that five cases wore
closed as "slightly improved" and that four case3 were closed
as "unimproved".
Upon close analysis it was discovered that In all
the cases closed as "improved", the teachers were Interested
In and succeeded m doing their part In carrying out the
clinic's recommendations for helping the children to a better
school adjustment. As all the children responded to the co-
operative work of the clinic and the teachers, It Is evident
that they were receptive to readjustments in the school situa-
tion and hence to clinic treatment, ' In four cases, the mothers
were completely resistant to any Interpretation on the part of
the psychiatrist or the worker, as to the part they played in
the children's problems. They failed to follow the clinic's
recommendations , whether they involved material readjustment
<e
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or change In their attitudes toward the children. In each
one of these cases, the mother's own ps rsonality difficulties
hindered her cooperation in treatment. In three cases, the
mothers only half-heartedly carried out the clinic f s recom-
mendations. These parents brought the clinic contact to an
end when they reported that the children were improved and
that they needed no further assistance. However, in these
cases, the clinic felt that treataient should have been con-
tinued. In the rei&aining nine cases which were closed as
"improved" excellent contact was established with both the
mothers n.nd the children. The mothers were helped to a better
understanding of the effects of their attitudes upon the
children's personalities, and with the clinic's help, they
were able to change their attitudes. Through interviews
With the psychiatrist and the social worker, these mothers
were, to a groat extent, able to lose their over-anxious and
over-indulgent attitudes toward the children. In many of
this entire group of "improved" cases, the social worker
helped with arrangements for the necessary medical care—
i.e. the need for an eye examination and glasses, and when
the family did not have sufficient funds contacted various
social agencies to help with the necessary expenses. The
social worker also introduced the children to organized
group activities where they received the necessary stimu*
lation to a good social adjustment. It is significant

that regardless of the failure of some of the parents to make
the necessary change in attitude toward the children, the
latter all made better adjustments to school during treatment,
and at the close of treatment, their problems were considered
improved.
Of the five cases which were discharged as "slightly
Improved", three teachers were cooperative in helping to carry
out the clinic's recommendations, while two were not. In only
one c^se of the five was there a parent who was receptive to
the elinic*s recommendations for treatment. In the other four
cases, the parents, because of their own personality and mari-
tal difficulties, could not change their harmful attitudes
toward the children, or did so only to a very limited extent.
In two of the four cases where the parents were unreceptive to
clinic recommendations, the teachers were also unreceptive.
nevertheless, we see that the problems of all the children in
this group, improved to some degree. The social
.
orkers v/ere
active In all of these cases in the attempt to interpret to
the parents their part In the general problem. In two of the
cases, the social workers attempted to introduce the children
to wholesome group activities so that they might derive some
of the emotional srfcisfaction they needed from such group ex-
periences. Only one child took advantage of this opportunity.
Of the four cases which were discharged as "un-
improved" only one teacher tried to follow the clinic's recom-
mendations as to readjustment of the school situation as a
104
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necessary part of treatment. In this case, the mother could
net benefit from the clinic's interpretation of the situation,
and the Child did not respond to his teacher's efforts to moti-
vate him. The emotional situation regained the same. In the
remaining three cases neither the teachers nor the mothers con-
cerned were ready to change their attitudes toward the children
and would, not accept the clinic's recommendations . In this
f-roup of four "unimproved" cases, excluding the cooperation of
one teacher, there has been shown complete lack of cooperation
from both the school and the family. It seems then p that, the
children's visits to clinic were not sufficient to Induce im-
provement, but that adjustments in the family and the school
situation may have been the additional necessary steps for
improvement
o
Considering the factors surrounding treatment, in
these three groups as a whole, we see that although many mothen
could not accept the clinic's recommendations for treatment,
the children's problems for which they were refei'red, improved
or slightly improved by the end of treatment. This was so
when the school was cooperating with the clinic, however,
there were more cases of complete improvement when both the
parents and the schools cooperated to their fullest capacity
with the work and recommendations of the clinic. This inter-
changing of the cooperating parties as influencing the outcome
of treatment seems to indicate that all the factors in treat-
ment are interacting and that one can not be considered by
«
itself, as the one factor which induced the outcome of treat-
ment. It may also indicate that the personality structure of
the individual child and how he, as an individual, reacts to
treatment, is the pivotsi point around which his final adjust-
ment to any situation, revolves This can be 3een by the fact
that although the chief problems in ail these cases had been
previously described as resting upon the parent-child relation-
ship, the children were able to show improvement, even though
their parents did not change their attitudes toward them. The
children did react to treatment from the clinic and from the
sohool. But when neither the school nor the parents benefited
the children also did not benefit. Also, while, in general, thn
probelms of children improved where only the school and not the
parent was cooperative, there was one case which was closed as
"unimproved n where the school was cooperative and the parents
were not. Here again, it may be well to consider that the
factor of individual differences in the child's personality mils'
be considered.

CONCLUSIONS
It may be concluded that children of normal intel-
lectual ability may be prevented from making a satisfactory
school adjustment, both academically and socially, if their
emotional development has been distorted. The children of
this study were poorly equipped to meet most of life»s
exigencies. The chief determining factor of their total
maladjustment was found to rest upon the parent-child re-
lationships. The fact that their problems were on an emo-
tional basis indicates that referrals earlier in their life,
from understanding doctors, nurses, kindergarten teachers, or
any professional individual with whom they had contact at
some time or other, might have been helpful in prevention.
Health factors contributed to the school maladjust-
ment only in as much as the parents attached too much im-
portance to them and smotiiered the children with over-solici-
tude so that they were not free to develop sufficient inde-
pendence to meet any situation adequately, and especially the
school situation. It was found that defective vision some-
times caused reading difficulty, which in turn Influenced
poor school tfork, but that the parent-child relationship,
with its emotional connotation for the child, was such as to
intensify the school maladjustment. Although health factors
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occurred as contributing causes of the problems, and then in
only a few cases, they should be considered seriously in the
attempt to give every cnild the opportunity for good health,
the lacA of which often stands in the way of a good adjust-
ment to his environment. Thus, there seems a necessity for .
more frequent medical check-ups by the schools.
• The physical and economic aspects of the home seemed
to play only a very minor part in the total situation. What
was more important was the emotional relationship between
parent and child. There were only a few broken homes in this
study,but in those cases, the factor of parent-child rela-
tionships is again prevalent. That is so, because the pa-
rents 1 feelings toward the child grew out of the dissatis-
factions of their married life. In turn, the child felt
neglected by either one or both parents.
Although the schools were the largest source of re-
ferral, and this showed an appreci tion by the schools of
the function of the Child Guidance Clinics, in only half the
cases was the school found to be a contributing factor in
the problem. The parent-child relationship was the causative
factor in the other half of the on es and also entered in as
the chief determining factor In the cases in which the school
was a contributing factor of the maladjustment. In the cases
where the school was a contributing factor, it was because
the teachers made no attempt at understanding the child as
an individual whose work and social adjustment is motivated

not only by principles of education, but by emotional expe-
riences outside of the classroom. These teacners helped to
intensify the maladjustment by treating the symptoms. Thus,
some children who are intellectually capable of doing work of
their mental and Cxnronological age ability are misplaced in
lower grades and their school maladjustment is further inten-
sified, because their teachers were evidently not trained to
suspect underlying causes for their symptoms.
Teacners cannot be expected to be as well equipped
a3 social workers and psychiatrists as to uncovering the
deep-rooted causes of a school maladjustment and to treat it,
but they should be able to detect sig is of maladjustnent at
an errlj date, so that they may refer the child to the proper
source for treatment. Most of the children studied had been
poorly adjusted in school in grades prior to their referral,
but they had been referred only at a time when the school
could no longer cope with them.
The study further indicates that for children who
were too dependent upon their mothers, children who were re-
jected, and those who were over-protected, there was a slight
tendency to show specific types of school maladjustments*
Although this did not always follow through, the fact3 may
be taken for what they are worth. They at least indicate that
these types of parental attitudes were unwholesome for satis-
factory school adjustment.
s
It can also be concluded that three main groups of
ordinal position in the family, as influencing the emotional
adjustment of the children, characterized the frequency of
types of ordinal positions of the study group. Thus, "only"
children, first born and "youngest" children were more in
number than other ordinal positions. These children had a
more difficult social and school adjustment to make because
of the specific type of strain which their positions in the
family group imposed upon their emotional development. The
majority of children who were kept dependent were "only" and
"youngest" children. The fact of their ordinal position
either caused or exaggerated their parents' attitudes so that
ultimately they could not meet the requirements of a good
school adjustment, as they had not learned self-reliance.
Rejected childron were usually "oldest" children and as such
were less favored than their younger siblings of whom they
were jealous because the latter had taken for themselves what
little attention the former had when they were, the "only"
children. The number of cases of such "oldest" noglected
children was not sufficient to draw any general conclusions
as to the expectations of always finding those two factors
in combination, but a more intensive study of the relationship
of ordinal position to rejection on the part of the parents,
might prove valuable to child guidance work.
In every type of ordinal position, excluding the
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"only" and the "youngest" child there was sibling rivalry
and the child was often less favored than his siblings., This
added to the emotional instability of the children and thus
partly influenced their poor school adjust -ent. This indi-
cates the emotional instability of the parents and their own
need for treatment. If parents are helped to better emotional
stability, so are their children, and there would be fewer
maladjusted children. This indicates a need for better un-
derstanding of the parents' personalities. The child guid-
ance clinic cannot expect ultimate success in treatment or
prevention of children's problems, unless the parents are
understood and helped. This calls for greater cooperation
between social agencies.
In the course of treatment of this study group,
it was recognized that many of the parents had personality
difficulties which prevented their cooperation in treatment.
Some of the children concerned snowed no improvement in their
problems and some did improve. The children whose problems
did Improve were aided by the cooperation of interested tea-
chers, and by the clinic facilities. However, that does not
mean that the children whose problems cleared up while their
parents 1 harmful attitudes remained the same, will not at
some future time develop other problems and fail to adjust
in some higher grade or in some other area of their environ-
ment. A follow-up study of those children at some early
future date would be valuable in showing the possible effects
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of this continued subjection to the same unwholesome parental
influences, which were the primary cause of their referral to
the Child Guidance Clinics
•
It is the function of any social agency to prevent,
if it is so equipped, and if it is not, to refer to the proper
sources, any individuals whose personality structure is such
as to endanger their own future social adjustment or that of
others. It is the writer's opinion that the parents whose
personality difficulties prevented them from being1
;
receptive
to treat; ent regardless of whether their children's pro-
blems were, ftt t-.e end of treatment, classified as "improved 11
,
"slightly improved", or "unimproved" should h ve been referred
to social agencies, which are equipped to offer the necessary
assistance in family problems. Of course, it must be remem-
bered that not all individuals would accept referral, or are
capable of benefiting by such help, but for tne sake of ad-
hering to the philosophy of social welfare, at least an at-
tempt should be made at 3uch assistance. As far as the evi-
dence snows, in only two of tnese cases referred to, was there
an attempt made at referral.
The fact that the greatest number of "improved" cases
was evidenced when both parents and teachers cooperated fully
with the clinic's recommendations indicates not only that
these individuals had the ability to cooperate fully with
psychiatric and social work treatment, but also that the
child reacts positively to a concentrated effort, from each

area of his environment, toward react jus tmsnt. The problems
of some children -vere only "slightly improved" as only one
area, the school, was subjected to readjustment and the chil-
dren could not maK8 a thorough recovery without a change in
the parents' attitudes. Yet there was one child whose pro-
blems remained "unimproved" when he was subjected to the same
type of half-way cooperation to the clinic's recommendations
•
So, we may conclude that it is difficult to determine which
arep of treatment, whether it be a change in attitude from
the parents or the teachers, which is most important as
affecting the outcome of treatment. But we do know that the
child reacts positively if the clinic's recommendations are
carried out fully by both home and school. In this respect
they are equally important. The school and clinic should
have a continued respect for each other's functions. In view
of the fact that a few teachers in thi3 study would not
accept the clinic's recommendations, with the result that the
children's problems remained unchanged, we see a necessity
for still greater cooperation with the worli of the clinics.
The fact that of a group of children whose problems
were considered improved, there were some who were helped
by the clinic, the teachers and the parents, while others
were helped by just the clinic a d the teachers, and that
in comparison, one child remained as maladjusted at the end
of treatment as at referral, regardless of his teacher's

cooperation with the clinic^ recommendations, indicates that
m this p«rtlttul«r study, as well as in any study dealing
with human nature, individual differences must be considered.
The individual reacts to situations, including treatment
situations, according to the meaning they hold for him as a
distinct personality* Thus, the child must be studied as an
individual and treated a3 such if he is to be helped to ulti-
mate adjustment.
APPROVED:
Dean
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APPENDIX
SCHEDULE
Kama
:
dumber Age Religion
I. Q
A* Hank
B. trades displaced from Cental Age
3rade at time of referral :
A. Repeated grades
B„ Repeating present grade
C. Promoted on trial
Source or Keferral : '..I.;- .. :• j.
:
Length of time known to Clinic
:
A. Date of referral
3. Date of Closing
Other Problems
:
Health; Hone Conditions:
Personality fraits

Parents
;
A. Father: Occupation Income Traits
3. Mothers Occupation Income Traits
S i bllngi : ITane I A&e 3
Family Relationships:
Relationships wi th Playmates:
Attitude toward School with Respect to:
A» Teacher
3. Work
G. Classmates
Teacher's Attitude toward Patient:
Psychologist's Report:
?sychiatri c Stubsary
:
Social Service Plan:
Social Service Treatment Summary:
Condition of Case upon Closing:

SOCIAL SLRviC-i -fjllJl
Social history. Name and Number
Birth Date
Addrees
Clinic Telephone Ko«
Date (of first visit to Clinic) Referred by
thy referred
Family Group
Father - Name, age, birthplace, occupation
Mother - Kame (maiden name) age, birthplace
Siblings - Kame, age,, birthplace, school crade of each
Sourc es of Information
Date - Slime and relationship of informant
Date - Records abstracted

THE CHILD
rTen&ta.!
,;,-sical Develop -/.:'
Heal til
Habits -' Sleeping
Eating
Elimination
Llinor Heurotic Habits
Sox Development
dental Development
School
Report of School Toacher
V.orker's Dbservatlcns and
Impressions of teacher
Play Life
Personality Tendencies
Worker's Observations and Impressions of Child
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Environment
Home and Ho.l^borhood
iic on omic Si tua ti on
Religion
Language
Personalities
''.'order's Observations and Innressions
Heredi ty
Discipline
Pami ly liela ti onships
Social Analysis
Plan
4
t
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